Leading orthopedic surgeons restore a martial arts master to full health
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As a long-time member of the Saint John’s Health Center Foundation board of trustees, I’ve watched with pride as the Health Center has served the residents of the Westside over the years, continually evolving to provide more services with our brand of compassionate health care. We’ve overcome challenges on several occasions—rebuilding after the 1994 Northridge earthquake. And we’ve welcomed important milestones, such as the first change in sponsorship in our hospital’s history earlier this year.

Today the outlook for our cherished institution is better than ever. We are grateful for the guidance and support of our new sponsor, Providence Health & Services. I’ve had the pleasure of speaking with Providence leaders on many occasions over the past several months, including at the recent governance meeting in Bellevue, Washington, where Providence is headquartered. I can share that our new sponsor is delighted with the reputation and accomplishments of Providence Saint John’s Health Center and is wholly supportive of our continued growth and development. This is a wonderful time for the Health Center. With the support of our trustees and donors and input from our talented medical staff, we will work to ensure that our hospital remains one of the finest health care institutions on the West Coast.

“With the support of our trustees and donors and input from our talented medical staff, we will work to ensure that our hospital remains one of the finest health care institutions on the West Coast.”

JOHN M. ROBERTSON, MD
Chair, Saint John’s Health Center Foundation Board of Trustees

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU

Saint John’s Health Center Foundation would like to know what you think of this publication. Please call, email or write to us with any feedback, suggestions or questions.

Phone: 310-829-8424
Email: communications@stjohns.org
Address: 2121 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90404
Adversity oftentimes brings about growth. Indeed, over the past 18 months we have witnessed the blooming of a resilient, close relationship between the Foundation board of trustees and the physicians who serve the hospital.

Welcome from the Foundation

This is an exciting era for Providence Saint John’s Health Center and for the Foundation. We have emerged from a period of uncertainty during which the hospital was acquired by a new sponsor. Now under the umbrella of Providence Health & Services, Southern California, we are moving ahead with great optimism.

Adversity oftentimes brings about growth. Indeed, over the past 18 months we have witnessed the blooming of a resilient, close relationship between the Foundation board of trustees and the physicians who serve the hospital. Many of the physicians have aligned with the Foundation to develop strategic plans for the Health Center and help advance philanthropic activities by identifying grateful patients who wish to support the Health Center. We look forward to continued collaboration with our physicians, which will only make our institution stronger.

Significant changes are underway at the Foundation so we can respond more effectively to our friends and supporters. We are in the process of merging the development staffs of the Foundation and the John Wayne Cancer Institute. United by our shared goal of supporting outstanding health care, the consolidation into a single team with one common mission will have many advantages.

We look forward to relocating our offices to the former U.S. Bank Building at 23rd Street and Santa Monica Boulevard next year. The new space will provide closer proximity to the hospital, which will allow us to more effectively pursue our goals.

We are deeply grateful to our many friends and supporters who make it possible for us to carry out our mission.

ROBERT O. KLEIN
President and CEO
Saint John’s Health Center Foundation
## Mark the Date

### July 1
**Open House**  
Santa Monica, CA  
The Hip & Pelvis Institute and the Spine Institute have moved into one great space to better serve you at 2001 Santa Monica Boulevard, Suite 760. We now offer hip preservation, anterior hip replacement, partial and full knee replacement and orthopedic trauma care plus full-service spine treatment and surgery, focusing on minimally invasive spine treatment or fusion.

### July 4
**Palisades/Will Rogers 5K and 10K Run**  
Pacific Palisades, CA  
Providence Saint John’s Health Center continues a long tradition as title sponsor of this popular Fourth of July event. Foundation trustees will participate along with thousands of other race enthusiasts. All event proceeds will support Optimist Club youth charities.

### July 4
**Power of Pink 2014: An Acoustic Evening with P!NK and Friends**  
House of Blues  
West Hollywood, CA  
Power of Pink is back, and so is P!NK herself! This intimate performance, featuring Grammy Award-winner P!NK, will benefit the Margie Petersen Breast Center at Providence Saint John’s Health Center.

### September 10
**Planned Giving Donor Recognition Luncheon**  
Riviera Country Club  
Pacific Palisades, CA  
A distinctive group of individuals who have provided support through their estate plans or other charitable gift planning will gather to hear about Health Center updates and John Wayne Cancer Institute research.

### September 6-7
**Avon Walk for Breast Cancer**  
Santa Barbara, CA  
The John Wayne Cancer Institute will partner once again with Avon as a beneficiary, the medical sponsor and a sponsor of the dedicated volunteers and participants for this two-day event.

### September 10
**QVC Presents FFANY “Shoes on Sale”**  
The Waldorf Astoria  
New York City, NY  
The John Wayne Cancer Institute will partner with QVC Presents “FFANY Shoes on Sale” at its 21st annual event. Over the years, the Fashion Footwear Association of New York charitable foundation has contributed more than $6 million to the Institute in support of impactful breast cancer research.

### September 10
**Caritas Gala**  
Beverly Wilshire  
Beverly Hills, CA  
The annual Caritas Gala presented by the Saint John’s Health Center Foundation board of trustees and the Irene Dunne Guild is a black-tie evening of glamour and elegance. Trustee Tonian Hohberg will receive The Spirit of Saint John’s Award. David and Yolanda Foster will be honored with the Caritas Award.

### October 8
**ABCs “Talk of the Town” Gala**  
Beverly Hilton Hotel  
Beverly Hills, CA  
The Associates for Breast and Prostate Cancer Studies (ABCs) will recognize individuals who have made a difference in the fight against cancer. This glittering, black-tie event attracts more than 800 guests as well as major media attention. Proceeds provide critical funds for the John Wayne Cancer Institute’s breast and prostate cancer research.

### October 8
**Power of Pink 2014: An Acoustic Evening with P!NK and Friends**  
House of Blues  
West Hollywood, CA  
Power of Pink is back, and so is P!NK herself! This intimate performance, featuring Grammy Award-winner P!NK, will benefit the Margie Petersen Breast Center at Providence Saint John’s Health Center.

### October 23
**Caritas Gala**  
Beverly Wilshire  
Beverly Hills, CA  
The annual Caritas Gala presented by the Saint John’s Health Center Foundation board of trustees and the Irene Dunne Guild is a black-tie evening of glamour and elegance. Trustee Tonian Hohberg will receive The Spirit of Saint John’s Award. David and Yolanda Foster will be honored with the Caritas Award.

### November 22
**Open House**  
Santa Monica, CA  
The Hip & Pelvis Institute and the Spine Institute have moved into one great space to better serve you at 2001 Santa Monica Boulevard, Suite 760. We now offer hip preservation, anterior hip replacement, partial and full knee replacement and orthopedic trauma care plus full-service spine treatment and surgery, focusing on minimally invasive spine treatment or fusion.

### October 25
**Power of Pink 2014: An Acoustic Evening with P!NK and Friends**  
House of Blues  
West Hollywood, CA  
Power of Pink is back, and so is P!NK herself! This intimate performance, featuring Grammy Award-winner P!NK, will benefit the Margie Petersen Breast Center at Providence Saint John’s Health Center.

---

For more information, contact Tess Csiszar at tess.csiszar@stjohns.org.
Introducing the New Foundation Trustees

The Foundation is guided by a panel of dedicated individuals who strongly support the presence of a top-tier hospital to serve Santa Monica and surrounding communities. By joining the Saint John’s Health Center Foundation board, these generous individuals have recognized a need and are diving in to make a difference! We welcome them with deep gratitude.

Craig C. Benell is a managing director of private wealth management at Merrill Lynch Private Banking and Investment Group in Century City. He has been advising private clients and their families for more than 25 years. Craig has a long association with Saint John’s Health Center: His wife and two children were born here, and years ago he led the NextGen group to help engage the up-and-coming generation in support of the Health Center.

Jin K. Lee is a senior vice president with the Capital Group with broad investment responsibilities. Jin and his wife, Jennifer, knew shortly after getting married that they wanted to establish roots in the community and see Providence Saint John’s Health Center as “a vital, caring part of the community” offering compassionate and experienced nursing care and outstanding medical treatment.

Robert J. Lowe is founder, chairman of the board and chief executive officer of Lowe Enterprises, a privately-owned, diversified national real estate company. Bob has served as a trustee and board chairman of several organizations. He views the new sponsorship of the Health Center by Providence Health & Services as a positive development for the Westside community. “As a trustee and member of the board, I am committed to help this integration succeed. Saint John’s has been important to our family for three generations. Beth and I have been treated at Saint John’s, and our two sons were born there, as were our six grandchildren.”

Lisa D. Nesbitt is an active community volunteer. She has worked as a management consultant and was previously a senior manager at a California bank. “Saint John’s has been our hospital since moving to Los Angeles in 1981 from Northern California. We are proud to support a hospital that is devoted to serving our local community and beyond with its centers of excellence.”

Theodore H. Schneider is founder and chief executive officer of Compound Enterprises, a business engaged in the acquisition and management of residential, income real estate assets throughout Southern California. His wife, Su-Z, initiated the family’s involvement with the Health Center. “Su-Z has been associated with Saint John’s since 1987 as an Irene Dunne Guild member in various leadership roles and as a hospital volunteer serving in almost every position. So Saint John’s has become my hospital too. When I retired, it seemed only natural to join Su-Z in supporting the hospital and Foundation.”

Donna L. Schweers, a managed care consultant, specializes in strategy and organizational consulting to health care companies and venture capital companies. She has more than 25 years of experience in managed health care consulting. “I first became involved with Saint John’s Health Center through the Irene Dunne Guild, and I quickly became captivated with the entire Saint John’s family of physicians, friends and leadership. This is one special community.”
J. David Tracy is a managing director for Merrill Lynch Private Banking and Investment Group and has been advising private clients for more than 17 years. Prior to joining Merrill Lynch, he was a managing director at Goldman Sachs. "Many of my doctors are at Saint John’s, and they all speak to the quality of the hospital and its commitment to world-class health care. Their enthusiasm combined with a great personal experience inspired me to get involved."

Peter C. Tilton, through Presidio Investments, invests in commercial real estate in San Francisco and Silicon Valley. Peter became familiar with Saint John’s Health Center when his first child, Lucy, was born at the hospital 20 years ago. He became interested in serving on the board of trustees due to his respect for the Foundation leadership and the outstanding Saint John’s physicians who are committed to their community hospital.

Brett G. Wyard was a managing director, co-head of Carlyle Strategic Partners and a global partner at the Carlyle Group. Brett has served on the boards of directors of Virgin Media and Pinnacle Foods. His family’s positive experiences at Saint John’s Health Center, as well as their philanthropic interests in the areas of health care and education, motivated Brett to get involved with the board.

Jan Tarble Provides a Gift for Patient Safety

A recent $1.5 million donation from the Tarble Foundation has allowed the hospital to update its infusion pumps. These pumps, which can be found throughout the hospital, deliver fluids and medications to patients. They’re also used during surgery to dispense anesthesia.

The system was installed in October and has met with high praise from the hospital staff. Several nurses and administrators demonstrated the technology to Jan Tarble, who oversees the Tarble Foundation, and expressed their personal gratitude for the gift.

When Jan learned of the need for infusion pumps, she didn’t hesitate to help. The daughter of Pat and Newt Tarble, Jan has been devoted to her parents’ legacy, making gifts from the Tarble Foundation to advance medical care at Saint John’s Health Center—including providing funding for the hospital’s beautiful atrium, named the Tarble Atrium after her parents.

The CareFusion Alaris Pump is a top-of-the-line system that uses smart technology to ensure patients are infused with the correct medications at the right doses. Safeguards in the system identify and correct any potential human error.

"We call it the Smart Pump," says Mala Reich, RN, clinical educator of critical care. "It’s all about patient safety. This pump has pre-set medications and medication limits. If something is input incorrectly, we’ll know it. It’s easy to use and intuitive."

The Tarble Foundation gift made it possible to order 388 large-volume infusion pumps, 221 computer hard drives that provide the system’s smart functions and 288 IV poles. The hospital also purchased 20 syringe pumps, smaller-volume pumps that are used in the neonatal intensive care unit. Fifteen more pumps have been ordered for the operating room suites.

Besides improving safety, the new pumps have brought improved efficiency to nursing. Every nurse, as well as anesthesiologists, received training on operating the pumps, which are much quieter than the old infusion pumps.
Donations are part of what help make Providence Saint John’s Health Center an outstanding hospital. We constantly strive to meet the highest standards of care while adapting to technological advances. Your gifts help us purchase cutting-edge equipment, support clinical education, create new patient services and perform vital community outreach.

To help you envision what your dollars can do, we’ve compiled a list of projects, equipment, programs and services that are immediate priorities for funding. A gift of any amount is appreciated and can be directed to one of these important projects.

**Bedside Ultrasound Machine ($80,000)** This portable machine provides high-quality images in real time—ideal for emergencies in the labor and delivery room.

**Digital Tablets for the Emergency Department ($25,000)** The purchase of 15 tablets and software will allow emergency room physicians to access patients’ records, order tests and medications. The tablets are used at the bedside, helping improve efficiency and accelerating care.

**Hip Arthroplasty Surgical Table ($125,000)** The hip arthroplasty surgical table allows hyperextension and external rotation during hip replacement, minimizing trauma to muscles and tissues and allowing for precision placement of the leg.

**New Sound Broadcasting System for the Chapel ($50,000)** The Sister Marie Madeleine Chapel comforts and supports the spiritual needs of our patients and their families. Daily Mass, seasonal liturgies and interfaith services
A Life-Saving Gift to the Emergency Department

Special thanks to Chuck and Judy Beck for their donation to the Emergency Department to fund two of the items on our priority list. The couple’s generous gift will allow for the acquisition of a C-MAC Pocket Monitor, a portable laryngoscope used in cases of cardiac arrest in the emergency department, and another airway visualization tool called a nasopharyngoscope. The generosity of our donors, such as the Becks, is critical to our mission.

No One Dies Alone Program ($50,000)
This program is comprised of volunteers who sit with terminally ill patients to ensure that every patient has a fellow human being at his or her bedside at the moment of death. At Providence Saint John’s Health Center, not only do we recognize the dignity of people who are dying but the importance of ensuring someone is with them at the end of life. Volunteers play music, hold a hand, read or pray, reassuring the patient that they are not alone. The program budget covers coordination of care and administrative costs.

Nursing Day Skills Lab ($300,000) The annual Nursing Day Skills Lab ensures the highest quality of care for our patients by providing training to enhance the clinical and technical skills of our nurses. All of the Health Center’s 500 nurses are required to complete every competency module specified for his or her certification and department. The training provides highly structured educational activities to meet these goals, including updates in regulatory standards and policies.

Palliative Care ($50,000) Your donation will help us provide the right care at the right time by offering physical, emotional and spiritual support to patients with serious and/or chronic illness or those who are at the end-of-life. Our team also lends support to family and caregivers who have cared for their loved ones during a long-term illness.

Panda Infant Warmer ($25,000 each) Your contribution toward these innovative isolettes helps ensure a safe and gentle recovery/transition period for newborns. The built-in resuscitation system and revolutionary design make it easier to observe the baby in emergencies.

Seeds of Innovation ($1,000 to $25,000+) Your support will help John Wayne Cancer Institute physicians and scientists spark novel ideas into remarkable breakthroughs and fund projects that continue to improve the way we detect, diagnose and treat cancer around the world.

Specialized Microscope for Spinal Surgery ($250,000) Spine surgeons utilize state-of-the-art microscopes when performing these critical, delicate surgeries. Your support will provide surgeons the most advanced technology to further ensure safe and effective surgical intervention.
ON THE PULSE

**Sponsored Research Projects ($50,000+)** You can support specific areas of cancer research, such as melanoma, breast, colorectal, neuro, prostate and gastrointestinal. Donors who give $50,000 or more to a research project are acknowledged in the investigator’s published research.

**Vocera Voice Communication System ($1,400,000)** This system enables communication between clinical staff members and can run on any smart device or on the Vocera badge, inside and outside the facility.

---

### A Gift That Lifts Spirits

The decision to fund a specific project at Providence Saint John’s Health Center always produces significant benefits. Not only do these gifts advance important hospital objectives, they also impact lives in ways that are difficult to imagine.

One example is the gift received earlier this year from the Petco Foundation to continue funding the Paula Kent Meehan Pawsitive Pet Program. The Pawsitive Pet Program involves about three dozen pet owners and their specially selected and trained dogs that provide bedside visits to patients requesting the service.

In 2013, Pawsitive Pet volunteer teams made 2,103 visits to patients, scheduling visits nearly every day of the year and on every floor. Meehan has generously funded the program for many years.

Studies show that in addition to promoting relaxation, boosting the immune system and lowering blood pressure and heart rate, animal visitation helps to bring a sense of normalcy and joy to the bedside.

After a visit with a patient, volunteers leave the pet’s “dog trading card,” showing a photo and fun facts.

Areas of the hospital that receive special attention from the volunteer teams include medical-surgical, oncology, orthopedics and critical care. Visitation hours have been expanded on all floors to include Wednesday evenings. In addition, teams now make scheduled visits to the surgery waiting room, Cleft Palate Center, the Child Family and Development Center’s adult developmentally delayed group and therapeutic preschool.

The dogs also provide a bit of respite to busy health care workers. Grenda Pearlman, director of volunteers, reports that nurses look forward to seeing the dogs come to their floor, and even physicians often stop for a moment to pet a pooch. We are grateful to Paula Kent Meehan’s years of support and for the grant from the Petco Foundation. Both have truly made a difference.

To learn more about supporting any of these projects, please call Gail Drewniak in the Foundation office at 310-829-8175.

---

### Study Finds Bacteria May Protect Against Breast Cancer

A groundbreaking study by a John Wayne Cancer Institute research team is focusing on the role of bacteria in breast cancer prevention. The study, directed by Delphine J. Lee, MD, PhD, found evidence that bacteria is more prevalent in healthy breast tissue compared to tissue from a cancerous breast tumor.

Published in January in the journal *PLOS ONE*, the study will help advance the growing field of cancer immunology, which explores the role of infections and immune system response in cancer.

Dr. Lee, director of the department of translational immunology in the Dirks/Dougherty Laboratory for Cancer Research at the John Wayne Cancer Institute, and her colleagues also found that the fewer bacteria present in breast tumor tissue, the greater the odds that the patient had advanced disease. Thus, measuring the amount of bacteria could provide information on diagnosing and staging breast cancer.

It could be that bacteria in breast tissue rallies immune cells to do their jobs in fighting off cancer, Dr. Lee explains. Healthy levels of bacteria may have cancer-fighting properties in other parts of the body as well. With further research, it may be possible to use bacteria to create strategies to prevent cancer or new therapies to stop cancer in its tracks.

---

To learn more about supporting any of these projects, please call Gail Drewniak in the Foundation office at 310-829-8175.
Melanoma Study Published in the New England Journal of Medicine

Researchers at the John Wayne Cancer Institute have published the findings of a historic, 20-year study confirming that using sentinel node biopsy to assess the spread of melanoma—a technique pioneered by scientists at the Institute—saves lives and spares some patients from troubling surgical side effects. The paper appeared in the February 13 issue of the prestigious New England Journal of Medicine.

The international study was led by the late Donald L. Morton, MD, and co-authored by his colleagues at the Institute and around the world, including Mark B. Faries, MD, director of the Donald L. Morton, MD, Melanoma Research Program. The study validated the use of sentinel node biopsy, the revolutionary procedure discovered by Dr. Morton more than 30 years ago.

Sentinel node biopsy examines the lymph node closest to the original tumor, called the sentinel node, as an alternative to removing many other surrounding lymph nodes, an extensive procedure that can cause pain, infection and swelling. Sentinel node biopsy has been widely embraced and now applies to other cancers, such as breast cancer.

Healthgrades™ Honors

Providence Saint John’s Health Center was nationally recognized once again in recent Healthgrades rankings. In addition to being cited as one of America’s 50 Best Hospitals™ for eight years in a row (2007 to 2014), the hospital continued an uninterrupted string of annual Healthgrades achievements in several practice or specialty areas.

“Saint John’s has always been a cutting-edge hospital dedicated to providing patients with quality care,” says Paul Natterson, MD, chief medical officer of Providence Saint John’s Health Center. “It’s great to see Healthgrades continue to recognize the amazing work of everyone who makes Saint John’s the incredible hospital it is.”

The Healthgrades achievements include:

• America’s 50 Best Hospitals Award for eight years in a row (2007 to 2014)
• Patient Safety Excellence Award™ for five years in a row (2009 to 2013)
• America’s 100 Best Hospitals for Cardiac Care™ for three years in a row (2012 to 2014)
• America’s 100 Best Hospitals for Cardiac Surgery™ in 2014
• America’s 100 Best Hospitals for Coronary Intervention™ for three years in a row (2012 to 2014)
• America’s 100 Best Hospitals for Joint Replacement™ for three years in a row (2012 to 2014)
• Cardiac Care Excellence Award™ for five years in a row (2010 to 2014)
• Cardiac Surgery Excellence Award™ for two years in a row (2013 to 2014)
• Coronary Intervention Excellence Award™ for five years in a row (2010 to 2014)
• Joint Replacement Excellence Award™ for three years in a row (2012 to 2014)
• Recipient of the Healthgrades Neurosurgery Excellence Award in 2014
• Recipient of the HealthGrades Women’s Health Excellence Award™ for four years in a row (2010 to 2013)
• Distinguished Hospital Award – Clinical Excellence™ for 12 years in a row (2003 to 2014)
THE BEST
JOINT
IN TOWN
For Simon Rhee, being able to run, jump, kick, lift heavy objects and even throw a punch or two is not just a matter of athletic prowess. It’s his livelihood. The Calabasas resident, 55, is an actor and stunt man in the movie business. So when hip pain started affecting his ability to work, he knew it was time to speak to a hip specialist.

Today, however, Rhee is on the set of the movie The Gambler, feeling like a 20-year-old. And he’s indebted to Joel Matta, MD, and the staff of the Hip & Pelvis Institute at Providence Saint John’s Health Center, who replaced his hip last July.

Rhee’s troubles began when he injured his knee working on the set of the movie The Lone Ranger. Overcompensating for that injury led to excruciating pain in his right hip. Before long, Rhee, who is also a martial arts instructor, was living with considerable discomfort. He couldn’t sleep for more than one hour at a time or drive for more than 15 minutes.

He began searching for the kind of orthopedic surgeon who possessed attributes Rhee valued as a practitioner of martial arts: discipline, dedication and precision. That’s when he found Dr. Matta, founder and director of the Hip & Pelvis Institute. An internationally recognized expert in hip preservation, he pioneered a hip replacement surgery technique called the anterior approach in the United States.

“I decided I wanted to go to a doctor who was the master,” Rhee says. “I did my research when I found out I needed hip surgery. I talked to other stunt actors who’d had surgery and recommended Dr. Matta. Dr. Matta was very reassuring. He had so much spirit and energy about him.”

Rhee was in his studio teaching martial arts within a week after surgery and was cleared for regular physical activity after three months. “I’m back playing golf and working,” he says. “Right now on the movie The Gambler, I get to beat up [the actor] Mark Wahlberg. I couldn’t have done that without my new hip.”

Rhee is among the hundreds of patients who flock to orthopedic surgeons practicing at Providence Saint John’s Health Center. The Health Center is known throughout the Western United States, has been named one of

The Hip & Pelvis Institute is the foremost authority on anterior hip replacement surgery.

Written by SHARI ROAN
Photographed by MICHAEL NEVEUX
Healthgrades™ America’s 100 Best Hospitals for Joint Replacement™ and has received the Healthgrades Joint Replacement Excellence Award™ for three straight years (2012 to 2014).

Chief among the reasons for choosing Saint John’s Health Center is the hospital’s innovative care for hip problems. The Hip & Pelvis Institute prides itself on offering patients choices.

For example, Dr. Matta is a leader in hip preservation surgery, an alternative to total hip replacement surgery for patients with hip dysplasia. He focuses on patients with arthritis or younger patients with congenital deformities of the hip to alleviate their symptoms while postponing, for as long as possible, the need for hip replacement surgery. He’s the go-to surgeon for complex cases and patients who may feel they have no options for their joint troubles.

“The idea behind the Hip & Pelvis Institute is that patients can come here and get different viewpoints for their treatment. Is there something we can do to fix your hip or do we have to go to replacement?” —Dr. Joel Matta

“The idea behind the Hip & Pelvis Institute is that patients can come here and get different viewpoints for their treatment,” Dr. Matta explains. “Is there something we can do to fix your hip or do we have to go to replacement?”

Dr. Matta has been a champion of anterior hip replacement. Traditional, or posterior, hip replacement surgery involves making an incision through tendons called external rotators. These tendons help stabilize the ball in the hip socket.

The anterior approach better preserves the muscles around the hip and reduces the risk of hip dislocation, a potential complication that can result in the need for revision surgery.

Dr. Matta travels around the world teaching this technique to surgeons. He was trained in the anterior approach in France and began performing it on a regular basis in 1996, one of the first orthopedic surgeons in the...
country to do so.

“With the anterior approach, the problem of hip dislocation is greatly solved,” Dr. Matta says. “The patient recovers more quickly and has less pain after surgery, and we can be more accurate with leg length.” Anterior hip replacement surgery is growing in popularity. About a decade ago, only 1% of orthopedic surgeons performed the operation, but that rate is now closer to 25%, Dr. Matta says. However, at Saint John’s Health Center, more than 80% of hip replacements are performed using the anterior approach—the most common surgery performed at the hospital.

Andrew G. Yun, MD, a board-certified orthopedic surgeon, oversees a majority of the anterior cases at the Health Center. “I prefer it because the procedure leads to outcomes that are much more technically precise, surgically safe and associated with more rapid recoveries,” Dr. Yun says. “I have trained in leading academic centers around the world, and I’ve done all of the different styles of hip replacement. But I focus on the anterior approach because there has been a clear difference in outcomes. I want my patients to have the best.”

Few hospitals are as well-equipped to offer anterior hip replacement as Saint John’s. Dr. Matta’s passion for the technique led him to invent a special operating room table to perform anterior hip replacement surgery. The table includes a robotic device to lift the femur during surgery.

He has established the largest single surgical database on the procedure and has published his outcomes data in scientific journals. The database is a valuable resource because it allows Dr. Matta to analyze outcomes that can lead to further improvements in surgery and recovery.

The fact that anterior hip replacement surgery would spare his muscles was a key reason Rhee chose Saint John’s, he says. Although Rhee is a well-trained athlete, which undoubtedly aided his recovery, all patients who have the anterior hip replacement surgery benefit from muscle preservation.

Rhee is now tuning up his golf game for an anticipated round with Dr. Matta. “I was only in the hospital for two days; the surgery just wasn’t that difficult,” Rhee says. “I’m doing all of the things I used to do. I’m 100% healthy. The care at Saint John’s Health Center was great.”

To learn how you can support the Hip & Pelvis Institute at Providence Saint John’s Health Center, call Jeanne Goldsmith at 310-582-7344.

JOINT REPLACEMENT SURGERY IS ONE OF THE MOST COMMON TYPES OF OPERATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES. AS BABY BOOMERS AGE, EVEN MORE PEOPLE ARE LIKELY TO SEEK HIP AND KNEE REPLACEMENT SURGERY.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2030*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hip Replacement Surgery</td>
<td>166,065</td>
<td>306,600</td>
<td>572,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee Replacement Surgery</td>
<td>282,350</td>
<td>645,062</td>
<td>3,840,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* projected

More than 4.7% of Americans ages 50 and older have had a total knee replacement.

Women have higher rates of joint replacement surgeries compared to men.

Patients are getting younger. In 2008, patients younger than age 65 accounted for 41% of all knee replacement surgeries.

In a study among Medicare beneficiaries, partial knee replacement surgery increased 6.2-fold between 2000 and 2009.

Osteoarthritis is the most common reason for needing joint replacement surgery.

A NEW ERA IN JOINT REPLACEMENT SURGERY

Health Center surgeons offer several choices for the surgical repair of knees and hips.

The orthopedic surgeons, nurses and physical therapists at Providence Saint John’s Health Center have earned high honors for their top quality care for many years. They don’t spend a lot of time reveling in those plaudits, however. They’re too busy. The demand for joint replacement and related hip and knee surgeries is on an upward trajectory, notes John R. Moreland, MD, who has a private orthopedic practice in Santa Monica and performs surgery at the Health Center.

Joint replacement surgery emerged for both hip and knee in the early 1970s. Since then, manufacturers have developed more durable joints, and surgeons have devised operations that are far less traumatic. For example, minimally invasive hip replacement typically results in excellent outcomes while allowing patients to recover faster and with less blood loss and pain.

“When I started my training, hip and knee replacement was basically brand new,” Dr. Moreland says. “I was fascinated by this relatively new field then. Over my career, I’ve watched both operations improve. Hospitalizations have gone from two to three weeks to two to three days. The joints are more durable, the complications lower, and pain management has improved.”

Patients’ attitudes have driven some of the improvements in the surgery, says Kevin M. Ehrhart, MD, an orthopedic surgeon who practices with the Santa Monica Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine Group.

“Twenty years ago, joint replacement was done for elderly patients who couldn’t walk anymore,” says Dr. Ehrhart, a former president of the Saint John’s Health Center medical staff who is on the hospital’s board of directors. “Back then, if you were 54 or 55 and you hurt your hip, you just quit doing things. Today people those ages want to stay active. That drove the health care industry to make much better prostheses that allow for fairly high-performance activity. At the same time, it drove the surgeons to come up with better techniques that allow a quicker and more complete recovery.”

Patients are offered a range of options for knee and hip problems, and physicians work closely with each patient to personalize their care, Dr. Ehrhart notes. For example, Providence Saint John’s Health Center’s orthopedic surgeons excel at partial knee replacement, performing more of this type of surgery than almost any other hospital in...
the Western United States, says Andrew G. Yun, MD. Dr. Yun performs anterior hip replacement surgery as well as total and partial knee replacement.

“Partial knee replacement is only done by those surgeons who have pursued specific training and have made a commitment to mastering the technique,” he says. “The result of partial knee replacement—in appropriate patients and by skilled surgeons—is equivalent to or exceeds that of total knee replacement. Recovery is faster and safer. Patients are often much more active after partial knee replacement compared to total knee replacement.”

Not every orthopedic surgeon offers partial knee replacement, which is also known as unicompartmental knee surgery, notes Dr. Ehrhart, who does partial and full knee as well as hip replacement surgery.

“The knee has three major compartments,” he explains. “For patients with arthritis in just one of the compartments, a partial replacement is the treatment of choice. It’s an easier procedure to go through. Unicompartmental knee surgery is great for certain patients.” The orthopedic surgeons at Saint John’s Health Center have a storied reputation for innovation and improvements, Dr. Moreland notes. Unicompartmental knee surgery was pioneered by the late Leonard Marmor, MD, a renowned Saint John’s Health Center orthopedic surgeon.

“Some of the things Dr. Marmor recommended and devised are very similar to what we use today,” Dr. Moreland says. Whatever the procedure, the medical team follows state-of-the-art protocols for patient care, adds Dr. Yun. “We are a center of excellence. All surgeries have inherent risks. But as a center of excellence, we focus on outcomes, patient safety and technical quality. The success we have in meeting those metrics is reflected in the numerous awards we’ve won.”

The Health Center prides itself on outstanding nursing services as well.

“It’s a coordinated approach that ensures continuity of care,” says Dr. Yun. “We have an extremely focused and trained team of health care professionals. Everyone knows exactly what they’re supposed to do. There are so many back-ups and safety checks. There is very little room for error.”

To learn how you can support joint replacement at Providence Saint John’s Health Center, call Jeanne Goldsmith at 310-582-7344.
They Get All the Breaks

Teamwork and camaraderie characterize the orthopedic nurses.
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patients may arrive on the orthopedic floor with knees or hips or shoulders that need to heal. But for the ortho nurses, the goal is always to treat the whole patient.

The focus of this bustling unit is on healing each person from head to toe while functioning as a highly coordinated team. Halting pain and treating wounds through teamwork and attention to detail, these nurses exemplify the patient-oriented approach to care that the Health Center embodies.

“We’re a community hospital that really focuses on personalized care,” says Deborah Nimick, RN, director of the orthopedic nursing unit for the past eight years and an orthopedic nurse for more than 20 years. “We treat total hip, total knee, back and spine surgeries in a very complementary way—addressing the mind, body and spirit.”

The orthopedic nursing unit is responsible for the well-being of patients from the time they enter the hospital to discharge. The nurses make sure patients are comfortable post-surgery, administer pain medications and coordinate with the physical therapy team. Their duties include continually assessing patients’ needs and responding accordingly.

“I have a really nice group of highly trained and experienced nurses here,” Nimick says. “They are a great team, they work well together, and they are very compassionate.”

Getting a staff of about 90 registered nurses, certified nursing assistants and administrative assistants to perform well together under serious time pressure is no easy feat. Each nurse is assigned five patients during his or her 12-hour shift. The unit is responsible for approximately 30 to 40 patients at any given time. There is no down time, but these nurses always rise to the occasion.

“The orthopedic unit is a wonderful place,” says one former patient. “I felt very well taken care of.” Other individuals told Press Ganey, the nation’s leading provider of patient-satisfaction surveys, that the nurses were “extremely attentive” and “very uplifting,” providing “good care every minute of the day.” Two nurses in the orthopedic nursing unit recently received the Newman Family Donor Merit Award, an award sponsored by former patients to recognize Health Center caregivers.

The ortho nurses value close communication with their patients, striving to develop a rapport with each person, Nimick says. "By understanding the pain concept, the recovery phase and physical therapy, nurses are able to gain patients’ trust quickly and serve them more appropriately at the same time,” she says.

The orthopedic nursing unit’s commitment to patient-centered care is also reflected in a “pre-op class” offered to all patients scheduled for orthopedic surgery. The class is taught by an orthopedic nurse who provides patients with step-by-step explanations of what will happen during the hospital stay.

“The beauty of this orthopedic class is that the patients are well prepared for surgery and recovery, and the doctors feel comfortable knowing that their patients have gone through the class,” Nimick says. “There’s a much better outcome when you know what to expect.”

Another reason for the unit’s great outcomes (Providence Saint John’s Health Center has been named one of Healthgrades™ America’s 100 Best Hospitals for Joint Replacement™ for three straight years) is its relatively small size, which fosters a sense of community among the staff, appreciation for each other and low turnover rates. Nurses, surgeons and physical therapists in the Health Center’s orthopedic nursing unit work together for years and get to know each other very well.

Matthew Allen, director of inpatient physical therapy at the Health Center, says that cooperation is one of the keys to the orthopedic nursing unit’s success. “People are prepared to do things that are traditionally not within their roles,” he says. “There’s a team spirit, and it’s all centered around the patient.”
Saint John’s Health Center has been around for 72 years. Combined, Waldo H. Burnside, Jerry B. Epstein, Allan B. Goldman and Steaven K. Jones, Jr., have been a part of Saint John’s for approximately 144 years. Each has generously given more than three decades of time, expertise and financial support as a trustee of the Foundation and by serving on the board of directors of the Health Center.

“They are an important Saint John’s resource,” says Bob Klein, president and CEO of Saint John’s Health Center Foundation. “And they are some of the finest people this community has ever known.”

The very existence of today’s Health Center is due, in part, to the efforts of these four individuals, Klein notes. “After the 1994 Northridge quake, they went to the Sisters of Charity of Leavenworth (sponsors of the Health Center at the time) and said, ‘This hospital is important to the Santa Monica community, and we want to put our philanthropic energies to work.’”

The Health Center was severely damaged by the 6.7 quake that hit in the wee hours of January 17, 1994. The seven-story main building had to be torn down; the entire building complex sustained damage. More than 300 patients were evacuated to other hospitals, and 1,800 employees were laid off. The Health Center didn’t reopen for nine months.

Goldman recalls a meeting three days after the quake in a building across the street. “We couldn’t even meet at the hospital because the buildings were ‘red-tagged.’ The Sisters turned to us and said, ‘Do you want to rebuild this hospital?’ We responded with a resounding, ‘Yes!’”

But before the Foundation could turn adversity into opportunity, many issues had to be ironed out. Trustees wanted to seek money from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), but the Sisters were concerned about accepting FEMA funding for a private, nonprofit hospital.

Several trustees traveled to Leavenworth, Kansas, to meet with the Sisters of Charity of Leavenworth administration. In the end, $133 million in FEMA money went toward rebuilding.

“In the midst of construction, administrators realized that the hospital should be bigger and added an extra $100 million to reconfigure building plans and add 100 more beds,” Goldman recalls.

Burnside was president of the Foundation on that fateful morning. “The earthquake changed the course of the hospital in many ways,” he says. “And it showed us what we were made of.”

Burnside’s first involvement with the Foundation was serving as a committee member for the Jimmy Stewart Relay Marathon, which Epstein helped create in 1981. Teams were comprised of five people who each ran about five miles, with a $500 per team entry fee. Thousands of runners, corporate sponsors and spectators attended the
STEAVEN K. JONES, JR.
Age: 81
Born: Mississippi
Wife: Judy, formerly of Kentucky
Married: 54 years
Came to California: 1964
Career: Real estate developer, Santa Monica
Joined Foundation: 1978
Milestones: Final chair of the post-quake rebuilding committee, served on Saint John’s Health Center board of directors, chaired building committee for Saint John’s Health Center Medical Plaza

WALDO H. BURNSIDE
Age: 85
Born: Washington, DC
Wife: Jean, formerly of Philadelphia
Married: 64 years
Came to California: 1980
Career: Chief operating officer of major department store chain Carter Hawley Hale, now retired
Joined Foundation: 1981
Milestones: Chaired “Our Commitment to Tomorrow” campaign, committee member for the Jimmy Stewart Relay Marathon, chair of the Foundation board when Northridge earthquake hit, served on Saint John’s Health Center board of directors

JERRY B. EPSTEIN
Age: 90
Born: New York
Wife: Pat, formerly of Atlanta
Married: 65 years
Came to California: 1949
Career: Real estate developer, Marina Del Rey
Joined Foundation: 1975
Milestones: First chair of the post-quake rebuilding committee, helped organize the Jimmy Stewart Relay Marathon, a founder of Chautauqua retreat, former chair of Foundation board, served on the Saint John’s Health Center board of directors

ALLAN B. GOLDMAN
Age: 77
Born: New York
Wife: Ellie, formerly of Boston
Married: 51 years
Came to California: 1963
Career: Attorney and managing partner of Wyman, Bautzer, Rothman & Kuchel and Los Angeles office of Katten, Muchin & Rosenman, now retired
Joined Foundation: 1978
Milestones: Former chair and vice president of the Foundation board, serves on Providence Saint John’s Health Center and Saint John’s Health Center Foundation’s executive committees, former chair and treasurer of the Health Center board of directors, chair of the quality and safety committee
Epstein says. “There’s something special about Saint John’s.”

Epstein has been a patient at Saint John’s. “A hospital is not where you want to be, but if you need to be, nothing comes close to the care you get at Saint John’s. It’s a community hospital in the best sense of the word.”

In the late 1970s, Epstein was among the founders of Chautauqua, a yearly Foundation trustee weekend retreat that later came to include physicians. “We spend 2½ days immersed in education, camaraderie and fun. We have seminars in health care trends and the latest medical breakthroughs. When you break bread with someone, you really get to know them,” Epstein says, adding that the camaraderie among trustees is what allows the Foundation to raise enough money to attract the best doctors and have the best equipment. “We want to keep Saint John’s on the cutting edge.”

Jones fondly recalls the Epicurean Society, comprised of Foundation trustees and Health Center doctors. He cites the group as another example of how social mingling strengthened everyone’s support for the hospital.

Goldman agrees, adding: “It’s the people who make Saint John’s the special place it is. It’s the compassionate people and the compassionate care they give. You can’t find a better medical staff anywhere. People care about the patients, and they care about each other. It’s always been a pleasure to be a part of the Saint John’s family.”

The hospital is supported by a broad range of people who give of themselves in various ways, Burnside explains. “Some people give time, some people give money, and some people give both.”

Goldman says the groundwork for the success that he, Burnside, Epstein and Jones have had with the Foundation was laid by contemporaries such as Dr. Robert Amonic, Robert Campion, Irene Dunne, Howard Edgerton, Mary Flaherty, Jim Hesburgh, Dr. William Hummer, Marion Jorgensen, Glen McDaniel, Ruben Mettler, Jack Michel, Donna Tuttle, Sister Marie Madeleine Shonka and all of the Sisters who served in administrative roles.

That success can be attributed to the fact that many Foundation trustees become lifetime members. “You get involved initially, find your way, meet the other members and find out where you fit,” Burnside says.

Despite the decades that have flown by, the four men still bring something to the table. “These four are the reason the Foundation chooses not to have term limits,” Klein says. “We wouldn’t want to lose any of them, not even for a year.”

And Klein adds, “It’s common that once our trustees become involved in Saint John’s and the mission, they stay with us throughout their lives. And their wives have been involved with the hospital, particularly with the Irene Dunne Guild. When you get these types of upstanding people, you get—as Waldo likes to say—‘twofers.’”

All four couples remain actively involved. “We like to joke that the secret to longevity is to become a Saint John’s Foundation trustee,” Klein says.
The Saint John's Health Center Foundation is pleased to present financial information for the years 2012 and 2013. The purpose of this summary is to provide a financial snapshot of the hospital you support and to keep you informed of the difference your contributions make.

The 2013 returns reflect a transitional year for the Foundation. In late 2012, the Health Center’s sponsor for 72 years, the Sisters of Charity of Leavenworth Health System, unilaterally and unexpectedly terminated the Health Center’s board of directors and top two administrative officers. Many Foundation trustees and longtime donors, who have provided integral support for Saint John’s, understandably postponed new donations following that event, impacting the overall 2013 return. With the recent realignment with our new Catholic sponsor, Providence Health & Services, questions regarding the Health Center’s future have been resolved, and we anticipate a return to a more robust level of philanthropy for 2014 and beyond.

We thank you for your gracious, continued support. Please contact the Foundation at 310-829-8424 if you have any questions or comments.

### Assets (in Dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>CY 2013 (Unaudited)</th>
<th>CY 2012 (Audited)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trusts Held for Future Distribution</td>
<td>$7,547,487</td>
<td>$7,277,893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment and Endowment Funds</td>
<td>86,360,292</td>
<td>75,353,178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pledges Receivable (net)</td>
<td>24,979,094</td>
<td>29,204,126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash and Cash Equivalents</td>
<td>432,208</td>
<td>1,170,543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Foundation Assets</td>
<td>4,461,057</td>
<td>6,065,247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL ASSETS</strong></td>
<td>$123,780,138</td>
<td>$119,070,987</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Liabilities and Net Assets (in Dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>CY 2013</th>
<th>CY 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Due to Affiliates</td>
<td>$5,637,292</td>
<td>$4,081,715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charitable Remainder Trusts</td>
<td>2,467,160</td>
<td>2,823,726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Liabilities</td>
<td>2,168,546</td>
<td>2,194,653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL LIABILITIES</strong></td>
<td>$10,272,998</td>
<td>$9,100,094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanently Restricted</td>
<td>$14,517,728</td>
<td>$14,422,171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporarily Restricted</td>
<td>50,202,232</td>
<td>51,472,481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrestricted</td>
<td>48,787,180</td>
<td>44,076,241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL NET ASSETS</strong></td>
<td>$113,507,140</td>
<td>$109,970,893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS</strong></td>
<td>$123,780,138</td>
<td>$119,070,987</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Revenues (in Dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>CY 2013</th>
<th>CY 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>$8,040,253</td>
<td>$19,991,406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rental Income (Net)</td>
<td>14,613</td>
<td>26,584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue from Investments</td>
<td>3,518,073</td>
<td>1,798,637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3,627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL REVENUES</strong></td>
<td>$11,572,939</td>
<td>$21,820,254</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Operating Expenses (in Dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>CY 2013</th>
<th>CY 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising Expenses</td>
<td>$1,764,863</td>
<td>$1,752,616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and General Expenses</td>
<td>2,246,189</td>
<td>1,898,346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES</strong></td>
<td>$4,011,052</td>
<td>$3,650,962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Fundraising vs. Total Revenue</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrealized Gain/(Loss) on Investments</td>
<td>$2,330,262</td>
<td>$4,371,089</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Transfers to Affiliates in Support of: (in Dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>CY 2013</th>
<th>CY 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Programs / Services – Providence Saint John’s Health Center</td>
<td>$2,893,433</td>
<td>$2,608,101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Project – Providence Saint John’s Health Center</td>
<td>1,071,555</td>
<td>3,320,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer Research – John Wayne Cancer Institute</td>
<td>2,260,886</td>
<td>3,664,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL TRANSFERS TO AFFILIATES</strong></td>
<td>$6,225,874</td>
<td>$9,592,951</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MEMORABLE EVENTS

Chautauqua Weekend 2014

This year the annual trustee weekend of education, camaraderie and fun felt like a homecoming of sorts. Held May 2–4 at the Ojai Valley Inn & Spa, where multiple Chautauqua gatherings have been hosted in past years, the trustees joined with Providence Saint John’s Health Center senior leaders and more than 40 Saint John’s physicians to hear the latest from our doctors and administrators and John Wayne Cancer Institute researchers. A tribute to the ever-growing partnership between Foundation trustees and physicians, the event was significantly more highly attended than previous years. With a trustee board that’s increased this year to 80 and slated to reach 125 members in the near future, the weekend provided an ideal opportunity for newer trustees to get acquainted with long-time trustees. Physicians presented the latest developments in medicine and research taking place right here in Santa Monica, providing inspiration for all attendees.

1. Chautauqua speakers (from left): Dr. Hyun Bae, Dr. Peter Pelikan, Dr. J. Zink, Dr. John Robertson, Michael Wall, Dr. Mark Faries and Dr. Daniel Kelly
2. Carol Smith and Charlie Smith
3. Dr. Maggie DiNemo, Gerard DiNome and Ruth Weil
4. Joan Michel and Sister Maureen Craig
5. Dr. Andrew Yun, Patricia Yun, Fran Flanagan and Terry Flanagan
6. Donna Tuttle and Allan Goldman
7. Dr. Jay Orringer, Pat Epstein and Jerry Epstein
8. Eddie Guerboian, Patrick Wayne and Michael Wayne
9. Chautauqua Weekend gets underway with a poolside dinner.
11. Tonian Hohberg and Dr. Peter Pelikan
12. Robert Klein
13. Dr. Daniel Kelly
14. Carole Schwartz
15. Kate Prudente
16. Bill Garland and Dr. Chia Chi Kao
17. Dr. Mark Faries and Dr. Daniel Kelly
18. Dr. Hyun Bae
19. Guests enjoying a speaker presentation.
20. Dr. Peter Pelikan, Shelby Notkin, Marion Benell and Craig Benell
21. Dr. Tiffany Grunwald
22. Jerry Epstein and Mary Ellen Sellman
23. Chris Newman, JoAnn Klein and Cammie Hall
24. Dr. Mark Faries
25. Roger Wacker and Angelle Grace Wacker
26. Norma Bilchik, Sister Therese Zimmerman and Dr. Anton Bilchik
27. Good friends gather at Chautauqua.
28. (From left) Dr. Paul Natterson, Ted Schneider, Su-Z Schneider, Dr. Steven Levine and Dr. William Katkov
29. Patrick Wayne
30. Dr. David Krasne
31. Pat Epstein and Tonian Hohberg
32. Dr. Cara Natterson, Dr. Daniel Kelly and Marta Kelly
MEMORABLE EVENTS

Fundraiser for New Breast Center Yoga Program

Maggie DiNome MD, medical director of the Cancer Prevention Clinic at the Margie Petersen Breast Center at Providence Saint John’s Health Center, hosted a fundraising yoga class and luncheon on February 13 with actress Kate Beckinsale at the home of Saint John’s Health Center Foundation trustee Mary Flaherty. The event, attended by artist P!nk, celebrity fitness expert Jeanette Jenkins, and yoga instructor and author Mandy Ingber, successfully raised funds to launch a new, no-cost yoga program for patients undergoing breast cancer treatment and those at high risk for developing the disease.

Michael Hunn of Providence Addresses First Board of Advocates Meeting

In early March the Riviera Country Club George Thomas Room was filled to capacity with friends of Providence Saint John’s Health Center and the John Wayne Cancer Institute, eager to hear the latest Health Center and Institute news and get to know Providence Health & Services’ senior vice president and regional chief executive, Michael Hunn. Previously known as the board of counselors, the newly named board of advocates is a select group of trustees, friends and patrons who help further the missions of our two institutions and serve as ambassadors to the community. Guided by our four new co-chairs, Allan B. Goldman, Dr. Sophie Andriaschuk, Ruth Well and Dr. Robert Amonic, the board plans to meet biannually as well as hold a summer social event.
MEMORABLE EVENTS

John Wayne Cancer Institute Auxiliary Odyssey Ball

The 29th annual John Wayne Cancer Institute Auxiliary Odyssey Ball was held on April 5 at the Beverly Wilshire Beverly Hills. A family affair on many fronts, Dr. Anton J. Bilchik, John Wayne Cancer Institute chief of medicine, was honored with “The Duke” Award. Nelson Mandela’s granddaughters and global human rights advocates HRH Zaziwe Dlamini-Manaway and HRH Zamaswazi Dlamini represented the Mandela family as they accepted the “True Grit” Humanitarian Award: “We leave you with our grandfather’s last words when he was stepping down from office: ‘It is in your hands.’ It is upon all of us in this room to make sure that we honor both Nelson Mandela and John Wayne legacies to find a cure for this disease.”

Irene Dunne Guild Think Pink Boutique and Educational Luncheon

Held at the Upper Bel-Air Bay Club on May 8, the Irene Dunne Guild Think Pink boutique and educational luncheon was a magnificent success with more than 300 in attendance. The annual educational event promoted women’s health and featured Providence Saint John’s Health Center physicians who presented a variety of timely health care topics. A heartfelt thank you to co-chairs Fran Flanagan and Melinda Casey and the Think Pink committee for planning a lovely day celebrating mothers, daughters, sisters and friends.
Louise A. Earn Caritas Suites Blessing and Dedication

Friends and family of Billie Earn gathered to celebrate the blessing and dedication of the Caritas Suites in honor of Billie’s late wife, Louise A. Earn. Louise and Billie had expressed their gratitude for the physicians, nurses and concierge team and knew they wanted to support the hospital and its mission via their estate plans. Billie generously took the extra step to create a lasting legacy with Saint John’s that would have made Louise proud. The suites are designed with added amenities to help make a patient’s stay more tranquil.

(From left) Colleen Taylor, RN; Anna Winitsky, RN; Janice Frost, RN; Billie Earn; Helen Blohm, RN; and Deborah Collins, CNA

Foundation Trustee Annual Meeting and Dinner

Foundation trustees hosted their physician partners at the Beverly Wilshire on December 5, 2013, to celebrate a new year of blessings and beginnings. New officers were elected, and guests heard an update from Foundation president and CEO, Robert O. Klein. Past Foundation chair Donna Tuttle passed the gavel to incoming chair John M. Robertson, MD, and each spoke movingly of their ongoing commitment to the Health Center.

1. (From left) Dr. Anton Bilchik, Dr. Chia Chi Kao, Dr. Paul Natterson, Dr. Russ Kino, Dr. Peter Pelikan, Dr. Shephal Doshi, Dr. William Katkov, Dr. John Robertson and Michael Hunn
2. Eric Small, Dody Waugh, Kathleen McCarthy Kostlan and Frank Kostlan
3. Craig Benell and Marion Benell
4. Former chair Donna Tuttle passed the gavel to incoming chair Dr. John Robertson.
5. Merle Mullin and Peter Mullin
6. Jules Buenabenta and Amy Buenabenta
7. Patrick Wayne, Pat Epstein and Jerry Epstein
MEMORABLE EVENTS

Spine Educational Evening

Guests joined Dr. Hyun Bae, Dr. Sanjay Khurana and Dr. Amir Vokshoor from the new Spine Institute at Providence Saint John’s Health Center on April 24 for an intimate educational evening. The event was held at the home of Dr. Karen Khaleghi and Dr. Morteza Khaleghi in Pacific Palisades to discuss new innovations in spinal surgery, treatment and recovery.

1. (From left) Dr. Sanjay Khurana, Michael Wall, Dr. Morteza Khaleghi, Dr. Karen Khaleghi, Phil Jackson, Dr. Amir Vokshoor and Dr. Hyun Bae
2. Dr. Hyun Bae presents on regenerative therapies for disc degeneration and talks about the opening of the new Spine Institute at Providence Saint John’s Health Center.

Gloria and Jimmy Stewart Rose Garden Blessing and Dedication

The beautiful Gloria and Jimmy Stewart Rose Garden, located near the hospital’s main entrance, was dedicated and blessed in a lovely ceremony on May 1. The garden was named for Gloria and Jimmy Stewart by their children: Ron, Mike, Judy and Kelly. The garden honors the Stewart family’s transformative support and enduring legacy at Saint John’s Health Center. Reminiscent of the treasured rose garden at the Stewart family home, this gift is dedicated to making the healing power of contemplation, beauty and serenity available to all who visit.

Judy Stewart, Michael McLean and Kelly Stewart Harcourt

Gloria and Jimmy Stewart Rose Garden

Gardens and other landscaping can be a place of beauty, solace and time for reflection. The rose garden is a focal point within the hospital,” said Dr. Karen Khaleghi. "It provides a setting for patients to reflect and regroup, and also serves as a place for friends and family to come and celebrate with us.”

The beautiful Gloria and Jimmy Stewart Rose Garden, located near the hospital’s main entrance, was dedicated and blessed in a lovely ceremony on May 1. The garden was named for Gloria and Jimmy Stewart by their children: Ron, Mike, Judy and Kelly. The garden honors the Stewart family’s transformative support and enduring legacy at Saint John’s Health Center. Reminiscent of the treasured rose garden at the Stewart family home, this gift is dedicated to making the healing power of contemplation, beauty and serenity available to all who visit.

Judy Stewart, Michael McLean and Kelly Stewart Harcourt
The Honor Roll of Giving is just one of the ways in which we recognize the generous individuals, foundations and corporations behind Saint John’s Health Center and celebrate the extraordinary, positive impact they have on this hospital and our community.

**Saint John’s Health Center Foundation 2014-2015 Board of Trustees**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Immediate Past Chair</th>
<th>Secretary</th>
<th>Treasurer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John M. Robertson, MD</td>
<td>Donna F. Tuttle</td>
<td>Robert Amonic, MD</td>
<td>Lee A. Ault III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel A. Aloni</td>
<td>William M. Garland III</td>
<td>Dominic J. Ornato</td>
<td>Ruben F. Mettler, Ph.D. †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rae W. Archibald, PhD</td>
<td>Mark W. Gibello</td>
<td>Dallas P. Price-Van Breda</td>
<td>John H. Michel †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margot S. Armbruster</td>
<td>Allan B. Goldman</td>
<td>William P. Rutledge</td>
<td>Sister Marie Madeleine Shonka, SCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnalisa Parks Barnum</td>
<td>Julia S. Gouw</td>
<td>Theodore H. Schneider</td>
<td>Flora L. Thornton †</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambassador Frank E. Baxter</td>
<td>Peter V. Haight</td>
<td>Carole Schwartz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig Benell</td>
<td>Phyllis Hennigan</td>
<td>Donna L. Schweers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbott L. Brown</td>
<td>Marcia Wilson Hobbs</td>
<td>Robert M. Sinskey, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jules Buenabenta</td>
<td>Tonian Hohberg</td>
<td>Michael S. Sitrick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael S. Burke</td>
<td>Ambassador Glen Holden</td>
<td>Eric Small</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waldo H. Burnside</td>
<td>John G. Huarte</td>
<td>Charles F. Smith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles G. Calle</td>
<td>Steaven K. Jones, Jr.</td>
<td>Patrick Soon-Shiong, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rick J. Caruso</td>
<td>Mary Ellen Kanoff</td>
<td>James A. Thomas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sister Maureen Craig, SCL</td>
<td>Kathleen McCarthy Kostlan</td>
<td>Peter C. Tilton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael W. Croft</td>
<td>Jin K. Lee</td>
<td>J. David Tracy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George H. Davis, Jr.</td>
<td>Judith D. Licklider</td>
<td>Roger Wacker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Stuart Davis</td>
<td>Robert J. Lowe</td>
<td>Patrick J. Wayne</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert A. Day</td>
<td>Carolyn K. Ludwik</td>
<td>Gretchen A. Willson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Redmond Doms</td>
<td>J. Patrick McAlister</td>
<td>Brett G. Wyard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerry B. Epstein</td>
<td>Carl W. McKinzie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marc Ezralow</td>
<td>Bruce A. Meyer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary H. Flaherty</td>
<td>Michael M. Minchin, Jr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances R. Flanagan</td>
<td>Peter W. Mullin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James H. Fordyce</td>
<td>Lisa D. Nesbitt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael J. Fourticq, Sr.</td>
<td>Chris Newman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradford M. Freeman</td>
<td>Shelby Notkin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Emeritus**

Robert T. Campion †
J. Howard Edgerton †
James L. Hesburgh
Mrs. Earle M. Jorgensen †
Glen McDaniel †

**Life**

Robert H. Adams
Carolyn Dirks
Richard M. Ferry
Barron Hilton
William K. Hummer, MD
William S. Mortensen
Thomas P. Mullaney
Robert J. Wagner

**Honorary**

Virginia Zamboni

**Ex-Officio**

William N. Katkov, MD
Robert O. Klein
Kate Prudente
Michael L. Wall

† deceased
Leadership Giving

Saint John’s celebrates the generosity of the following individuals, foundations, corporations and fundraising support groups whose annual gifts of $500 and above between January 1, 2013, and January 31, 2014, help maintain patient programs and services essential to the mission of Providence Saint John’s Health Center.

$1,000,000 and Above
The Tarble Foundation
The Wilder Family Trust

$500,000-$999,999
Billie and Louise Earn

$100,000-$249,999
The Atlas Family Foundation
Jean Perkins Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon A. Tifft
The Carole Zumbro and George Adler Family

$50,000-$99,999
The Ahmanson Foundation
Dr. Monty and Peggy Bernstein
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Dell
Carol and Paul Frimmer
Sharon and David Keller
Anne Lannan
Native Sons of the Golden West Charitable Foundation
Ms. Katharine B. Scallan

$25,000-$49,999
Ms. Li Bailey
Bank of America Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Debra and Norris Bishton
The Boudjikdji Foundation
Miss Irene Dunne
Mr. Charles B. Fiscus
David and Marianna Fisher
Marc Hamon
Donna Mettler
Darcie Denkert Notkin and Shelby Notkin
Dominic J. Ornato
Mr. and Mrs. Vince H. Otte
The Petco Foundation
Mary and Wolfgang Rudolph
Mr. Les Silver and Mrs. Andrea Rothschild Silver
The Stone Family Fund
Mr. Chris Tyler

$10,000-$24,999
Chuck and Kathy Adams
Mr. Sugita Adiwinita and Mrs. Reny S. Tan
Allwest Nursing Services, Inc.
Steven and Sheri Altieri
David and Anna Anawalt
Mr. and Mrs. Rae W. Archibald
Margot and Mark Armbruster
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Arnstein
Mr. and Mrs. J. Jeffrey Assaf
Rachel and Lee Ault
Ambassador and Mrs. Frank E. Baxter
Elizabeth G. Harris Beck
Craig and Marion Benell
Dr. and Mrs. Stephen Bezahler
Deborah and Andy Bogen
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Braun
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo H. Burnside
Mrs. Doris Carver
Michael and Victoria Cohen
Cindy and Joe Connolly
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey S. Davidson
Mary Y. Davis
Victoria and Dorn Dean
Leo E. Denlea, Jr.
The Carrie Estelle Doheny Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald A. Ducot
Mr. Bob Dylan
Pat and Jerry B. Epstein
Faucett Family Foundation
Mary and Jay Flaherty
Dr. and Mrs. Terry Flanagan
Barbara J. Foreman
Janet and Michael Fourticq
Mr. and Mrs. Geoffrey H. Gee
The Samuel Goldwyn Foundation
Mark and Ellie Gottwald
Peter and Gretchen Haight
Buzz Harris
Shirley & Burt Harris Family Foundation
Salli and Bernie Harris
Ms. Linda Grey Heitz
Richard Hillman
Barron Hilton
Mr. and Mrs. David L. Ho
Marcia Wilson Hobbs
Tonian B. Hohberg
Ambassador and Mrs. Glen A. Holden
John and Eileen Huarte
Nancy Stark and Stanley Iezman
Judith and Steveen K. Jones
Jordan and Christine Kaplan
Mr. and Mrs. Morton Kirshner
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Kissick
Robert B. Kraemer
Peter W. and Christine Kuyper
Shelby and Chuck Larsen
Mr. and Mrs. Rex A. Licklider
Mrs. Dorothy Lipsky
Robert and Beth Lowe
James P. Lower, Esq.
Kathleen McCarthy Kostlan
Maria Lim and Booker McClay
Mrs. Katherine McKay
The D. Llewellyn Miller Family
Joe and Wanda Miller
Mrs. Donn B. Miller
Ms. Ann Moorefield
Mr. and Mrs. Chase Morsey
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Mudd
Victoria and Carl Murray
Lisa and Steve Nesbitt
Chris and Dick Newman
M. Jacqulyn and W. Harold Petersen
Terry Hamilton Quimby
Maxine Robinson
Gary and Della Rolle
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Rutledge

“What counts in life is not the mere fact that we have lived. It is what difference we have made to the lives of others that will determine the significance of the life we lead.”

– Nelson Mandela
Mr. Allen B. Sackler  
Jeri and Edward J. Schrillo  
Ms. Nadya Scott  
Dame Angela Lansbury Shaw  
Lee and Anthony Shaw  
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Sheppard  
Maria Shriver  
Charles Robert and Carol Sievers  
Charles and Carol Smith  
Ann and Gilbert Speed  
Linnette and Hubert Temple  
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Trilling  
Cynthia and Richard Troop  
Donna F. Tuttle and David G. Elmore  
Ms. Gwen Walden  
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Wall  
A.C. and Shaughne S. Warnack  
Weingart Foundation  
Ellie and Tom Wertheimer  
Ted G. Westerman  
Mr. and Mrs. Alan E. Weston  
Gretchen and Bruce Willison  
Brooke and Brett Wyard  
The Zatzkis Family and The Shirley and Bert Harris Family Foundation

$5,000-$9,999  
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Allyn, Jr.  
American Psychological Association  
Mrs. Susan W. Barker  
Carolina W. Barrie  
Milo W. Bekins Foundation  
Abbott Brown  
Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Cale  
The Capital Group Companies, Inc.  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Cooper  
Mr. Kevin Crane  
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel J. DiSipio, Sr.  
Mr. and Mrs. A. Redmond Doms  
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Merle Epstein  
Allan and Ellie Goldman  
Sam and Peggy Grossman  
Kanoff Family Foundation  
Margaret and Thomas Keene  
Kelton Fund - Lenny and David Kelton  
David L. Krasne, MD  
Mr. and Mrs. Roger M. Laverty, Jr.  
Steven J. Levine, MD  
Mr. David S. Lyman  
Mrs. Howard Matlow  
Carl and Rena McKinzie  
Medical Centre of Santa Monica  
Mr. and Mrs. Steven A. Miller  
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Mortensen  
Mr. Parviz Safaei  
Saint John’s Emergency Medicine Specialists, Inc.  
Donna Schweers and Tom Geiser  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Seizer  
Sempra Energy  
Loraine and Robert Sinskey, MD  
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Wacker

$2,000-$4,999  
Maria and Emilio Arechaederra  
Arthritis Foundation, Inc.  
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Balbona, A.I.A.  
Mrs. Hilda W. Bellanca  
Maurine Bernstein  
Mr. and Mrs. James P. Birdwell, Jr.  
Nachman Brautbar, MD  
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip T. Chase  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Davidow  
James and Marjorie Downie  
Mr. Max J. Engel  
Peter and Judy Fonda  
Rosalinde and Arthur Gilbert Foundation  
Ms. Cameron Hall  
Theodore Hartley and Dina H. Merrill  
Mr. and Mrs. David W. Hopper  
Roger L. and Mary Ann Jackson  
Ms. Frances E. Kent  
Mr. Gerard H. Kievit  
Mary Ellen Klee  
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Klein  
Mrs. Douglas M. Laidlaw  
Dr. and Mrs. John Mark Lawrence  
James R. Mulally  
Mr. and Mrs. James Murphy  
Mr. and Mrs. Roger C. Olson  
John B. Richards, MD  
The Honorable and Mrs. Edward M. Ross  
Mr. Alan R. Rummage  
Mr. Stanley B. Schneider  
Dr. and Mrs. John R. Sellman  
Ms. Samantha Siegel  
Ms. Donna Slates  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Sutton  
Dr. Marilou Terpenning and Mr. Terence Hall  
Betty Seidmon, PhD and  
Mr. Sheldon Vidibor  
Edward and Mary White

$1,000-$1,999  
Brenda F. Anderson  
John R. Barone  
Andrew and Karleen Basch  
Mr. Charles S. Berney and Family  
The Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation, Inc.  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burg  
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Calkins  
The Classy Bag Lady  
Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage  
Community Foundation  
Mr. David Comfort and Ms. Kasey Crown  
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Danhakl  
Norman and Shirley Davidson  
Katherine R. Devonshire  
Dr. and Mrs. Donald E. Dickerson  
Mrs. Alvin L. Dischler  
The Griffin Foundation  
Mr. Rodney J. Edmunds  
Marc and Gayle Ezralow  
Farbstein Family Charitable Foundation  
Damon and Lindy Fisher  
Harold J. and Marie J. Fouts Trust  
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Frey  
Ms. Berta A. Gehry  
Mr. and Mrs. Mark W. Gibello  
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Glick  
Drs. Glenn and Kendra Gorlitsky  
Katherine and Robert Gray, MD  
Mr. Sid Greenberg  
Evelyn and John Grinnell

“Kindness in words creates confidence. Kindness in thinking creates profoundness. Kindness in giving creates love.”

– Lao Tzu

Whitmarks, LLC Dba Designs by Georgina  
Mr. Frank P. Winne  
The Wolfen Family Foundation  
Mr. Robert A. Zielinski and Ms. Yvette C. Anaya  
Mel and Nancy Zionsz
Tom and Terri Grojean
Ms. Janice K. Halverson
Shila and Morris Hazan
Mr. and Mrs. Mel Hilman
Mr. and Mrs. Clement L. Hirsch, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Horton
Mrs. Megan L. Johnstone
Ruthie, Annie and Rosie Jones
Ms. Sharon A. Keith
Mr. Stuart Klabin
Mr. and Mrs. Robert O. Klein
Dr. and Mrs. Jonathan M. Kohl
Mrs. Renee A. Kumetz
Sean Cheong F. Lai, MD
Barry and Melanie Landsberg
Mrs. Jennifer Lao
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Larson
Mr. and Mrs. David Lee
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Y. S. Lee
Jacqueline B. Leisure
Lena Longo
Stan Lucas
Ms. Marilyn Mack
Mr. and Mrs. M. O. McCune
Pat and Jim McGinn
Robert and Judith McInturff
The Jacque and Harry McMahon
Family Foundation
Mr. Peter McMillan and
Mrs. Theresa Strempel
Mr. and Mrs. James R. McNeil
Mr. and Mrs. Peter W. Mullin
Dr. and Mrs. Charles A. Mulry
Dr. Cara Natterson and Dr. Paul D. Natterson
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Norman
Dr. and Mrs. Steven M. Polin
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Rosenberg
Santa Monica Rotary Club Foundation
Mr. Steven Scher
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Schupp
Mrs. Yvonne de C. Segerstrom
Mr. David A. Senior
Frances Shannon
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Shortz
Mr. David P. Simmonds
Mr. William C. Smith
Mr. Richard Squire
Ann-Marie Streibich
Robert and Keren Vacher Ms. Ellen J.
Van Buskirk
Los Angeles Vikings Charities, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ward
Gretchen A. Wayne
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen I. Weiner
Ms. Shelley Weinstein
Doug and Ellen Weitman
Westside Internal Medicine
William Morris Agency, Inc.
Dr. Barbara K. Wootton and
Dr. D. G. Wootton
Parviz and Nina Yari
Mrs. Soraya Zarrin Ghalam and Mr.
Simoun Shakoori
Cheryl and Peter Ziegler
$500-$999
24Hr HomeCare
Vic and Iris Antola
Ms. Patricia Barry
Mr. Robert B. Bregman, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel M. Brigham, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter G. Bristol
Mr. and Mrs. Frank O. Clark, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond L. Coen
Ms. Leah M. Cox
Ms. Donna Dahl
Mrs. Janet Stratford Davis
The Carolyn Dirks Family
Dr. Michele Dominick and
Mr. Frank Dominick
Dr. and Mrs. Adrian P. Douglas
Dr. Karen Duvall and Dr. Gerald S. Berke
Susan and John Ebey
Ms. Barbara Elliott
Mrs. Pamela Elton
Katherine Russell Enright
Dr. Marjorie B. Fine and Mr. Arthur Fine
Mr. Kevin P. Fiore
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. Flatow
Rhonda Fleming Carlson
Mr. and Mrs. Karen K. Follert
The Forest Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Don Giarratano
Margaret and John Given
Mrs. Alma Glickman
Rivian and Stuart Glickman
Dr. and Mrs. Ellie J. C. Goldstein
Mrs. Dorothy Goldstick
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Graham
Tiffany B. Grunwald, MD
Evelyn and Eddie Guerboian
Ms. Ellen J. Van Buskirk
Los Angeles Vikings Charities, Inc.
Ms. Julieanne F. Hathaway
Mr. Philip Hitzeroth
Ms. Mary C. Hodgen
Dr. and Mrs. Kenton S. Horacek
Mr. and Mrs. Donald H. Hubbs
Dr. Roger Huibonhoa
Mr. and Mrs. C. Richard Hulquist
Mrs. Marlene Hunter
Mr. Kirk R. Hyde
Mr. and Mrs. Jeanie E. Jardine
Mr. Charles E. Jeffs
Mrs. Marilyn Johnson
Mark A. Kadzielaski, Esq.
Bernie and Susan Kamins
Mrs. Jennifer Lora Kashanian
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Keshkhar
Mrs. Hildegard T. Knoll
Ms. Mary Elizabeth Koch
Patricia and Tony Kouba
Mr. and Mrs. Alan J. Levine
Jacques Levine
Ms. Sandra A. Line
Philip and Deidre Logsdon
Mr. Nathan Lustman
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Maniatakos
Mr. James McAndrews
Mr. and Mrs. William P. McKenna
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Medress
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Meltzner
Mr. and Mrs. Joel A. Mendelson
Ms. Barbara M. Meyer
Wendy and Barry Meyer
Mrs. John H. Michel
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey S. Moloughney
Mrs. Mary Mueller and
Mr. Edward M. Boughton
Mr. and Mrs. David E. Mumford
Ms. Maggie L. Nemser and
Mr. Jeremy Snyder
Mr. and Mrs. Saeed Nikayin
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen P. Petty
Ms. Christine N. Philbrick
Curt and Gerry Pindler
Bruce and Anne Pomeroy
Ernie and Kate Prudente
Dr. Jeannette A. Richards
Ms. Donna R. Romens
Mandy and Chris Roscoe
Mrs. Lois Rosen
Richard S. Ross, PhD
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth A. Ruby
HONOR ROLL OF GIVING

Mr. Emmanuel Saquee
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Schneider
Mrs. Judith Schuur
Mr. Alan Skeloty
Mr. Robert Sievers
Mr. Peter B. Skelton
St. Monica Catholic Elementary School
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Stein
Jeanne and Stanley Strasberg
Mrs. Betty-Jo Tilley
Treasured Accessory
Valerie and Ross Urquhart
Mr. Edward Villalpando
Mr. Roger F. Vorce
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Warner
Sharon and Perry Willson
Drs. Deborah Lehman and Marc Wishingrad
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Wolfe
The Honorable S. Chic Wolk
David and Mimi Wood
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Yetter
Mr. Howard B. Young

Mr. John R. Barone
Mrs. Leigh M. Battson
Ms. Kathleen Bearcroft
Judith and Charles Beck
Judy and Bob Berglass
Alan and Ruth Berliner
Dr. Monty and Peggy Bernstein
Mr. and Mrs. James P. Birdwell, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew E. Bogen
Ms. Eileen Sasaki and Mr. Robert D. Borgen
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Bowman
Mrs. Frances L. Brody
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo H. Burnside
Janice H. Burrrill
Dr. Jerry H. Buss
Mrs. JoAnn C. Buss
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Campion
Mr. William Carpenter
Rowena Chappelow Jones
Ms. Dolores Childers
Mrs. Helen S. Christman
Mr. George Christy
Thomas P. Collier and Marian R. Collier
Jean Craig
B.A. Patrick Croghan
Ms. Donna Dahl
Ms. Pat G. Davis
Jeanne A. DeSaix
Ms. Anne J. Difiore
Carolyn Dirks and Brett Dougherty
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Doheny, Sr.
Ms. Eleanor Dougherty
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald A. Ducot
Billie and Louise Earn
Mrs. Dorothy Dumke Elliott
Mr. Max Engel
Pat and Jerry B. Epstein
Daniel E. Fast, MD, and Thomas E. O’Brien
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Feitler
Mrs. Julia A. Fischer
Mr. Charles B. Fiscus
Rhonda Fleming Carlson
Barbara J. Foreman
Mr. and Mrs. Harold J. Fouts
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Fremont
Robert Gale
James Brad Geis
Ms. Rose R. Gilbert
Kathleen E. Gilmore and John E. Gilmore, MD
Allan and Ellie Goldman

Friends for the Future

We are pleased to honor and thank donors who have shared their legacy intentions with us by designating Saint John’s Health Center in their estate plans via a will, trust, annuity, retirement plan, insurance policy, estate note or other document to support our mission. These gifts represent a substantial resource that ensures a long-term, stable financial future for Saint John’s.

Anonymous
Edgardo and Francesca Acosta
Mrs. Elizabeth Helms Adams
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Allyn, Jr.
Dr. Robert Amonic
Sophie Andriaschuk, MD, and Leslie MacConnell
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ash
Barbara and William Ashby
Rachel and Lee Ault
Ms. Dorothy J. Avazian
Ms. Li Bailey
Lynn Balsamo

Drs. Kendra and Glenn Gorlitzky
Donna B. Grant
Ingrid C. Grayson
Shirl and Wally Grayson
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar F. Gross
Peter and Gretchen Haight
Ms. Cameron Hall
Hildegard Brant Harris
Ambassador and Mrs. Glen A. Holden
Ms. Virginia Cyr Howard
Dr. George Anthony Hruneni
Dr. and Mrs. William K. Hummer
Hermina Hutchinson
Hilda M. Hyort
Ms. Jean Ibarra
Galt Rankin Ingram
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony J. Iorillo
Judith and Steaven K. Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Earle M. Jorgensen
Hon. Bernard and Susan Kamins
Mary Ellen and Chris Kanoff
Julian R. Karellitz, MD
Agnes Kellogg
Mr. and Mrs. Van Kelsey
Michael Kennedy
Mr. Gerard H. Kievit
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Kivel
Mrs. Bellisha M. Klinge
Reverend James L. Kolling
Mr. Nathan Kolodny
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard B. Korn
Dr. Robert and Annabelle Kositchek
Mr. Carl Kovach
Maurice J. Lamerrain
Franklin K. Lane
Margaret and Tom Larkin
Mr. Richard C. Larson
J. Martin Letherman
Norman and Sadie Lee
Norma Lefkowitz
Mrs. Phyllis G. Leis
David Lloyd
Carolyn and Bruce Ludwig
Helen and Irving Ludwig
Luanne M. Magee
Ruth Koolish March and Family
Frank J. Marini
Louise Marshall
Vera E. Masters
Ms. Anne K. McCarthy
Maria Lim and Booker McClay
Mr. and Mrs. Glen McDaniel
Esther and Cyrus McClean
Thomas and Katherine McKay
Paula Kent Meehan
Louis and Sylvia Meitus
Stanley and Dodo Meyer
Mr. and Mrs. Donn B. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Mortensen
Merle and Peter Mullin
Victoria and Carl Murray
Marjorie Myers
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Nadler
Mrs. Sylvia R. Neville
Howard D. Nunn
Dottie O’Carroll
Ms. Ruby S. Okubo
Lee H. Palmer
Margaret Palmer
Margaret Piacenti
Ms. Susana I. Pollack
Dr. Louis R. Prucher
Miriam Rand
Mrs. Audrey J. Reinis
Margaret Reitzel, MD
Mrs. Simone Reynolds
Marcia MacDonald Rivas
Bruce B. Rolf, MD
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Rolle
Seymour F. Rosenwasser, MD
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin S. Rubin
Ms. Janice R. Ruck
Mary Jayne Ruffner
Helen N. Rutledge
Janet K. Salomonson, MD
Ronald Samet
Carla and Fred Sands
Ms. Eileen Saki
Mr. and Mrs. Garry Sato and Family
Dr. and Mrs. Clement Savant, Jr.
Serena M. Schmidt
Barbara and Charles I. Schneider
Ms. Laura R. Coats and Mr. Thomas Schulz
Glenn and Betty Schwalm
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Schwartz
Sandra and Vin Scully
Margaret H. B. Seamans
Fern and Robert Seizer
Suzanne and Len Sheridan
Robert S. Sherins, MD and
Marlene J. Sherins, RN
George Shuba
Dr. and Mrs. Leon J. Shulman
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Sievers
Mr. Les Silver and Mrs. Andrea Rothschild Silver
Albert and Beatrice Skarupa
Lynnette Heather Smith
Louis and Dina Sneh
Mr. Edward Stevens
Mr. David L. Stiller
Jeanne and Stanley Strasberg
Betty R. Stucker
Mr. and Mrs. James Frank Sullivan, Jr.
Ambassador and Mrs. Geoffrey Swaebe
Mrs. Daniel V. Teich
Patience F. Tekulsky
Rosella and Thurzal Terry
Gordon Toler
Ms. Blossom Trustman
Roy and Hope Turney
Donna F. Tuttle and David G. Elmore
Mr. and Mrs. Boris Vanoff
Sara G. Wallace
Lucy Doheny Washington
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Waugh
Mildred L. Wegner
Mary Ann and Marvin Weiss
Mrs. Billy Wilder
Catherine M. Wilken
Jay Johnson Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney F. Williams
Mr. and Mrs. William Winans
Frank P. Winne
Carl A. Zabbia, MD

In memory of  Ms. Joan Aberle
Ada M. Convey
In memory of  Mr. Paul Adomkus
Ruth Z. Adomkus
In memory of  Mrs. Jennie Allard
Richard F. Habic
In memory of  Mrs. Eleanor (Ellie)
Mary Alsb erg
Richard A. Bachman
In memory of  Ms. Beverly Ballash
Belinda L. Ballash
In memory of  Mr. Thomas J. Beaudet
Barbara Bell
Elena G. Griffin
Kathlyn Kahan
Diana Liberto
Milburn & Ashton Attorneys At Law
Stephen Moloney
Arturo S. Obispo
In memory of  Mrs. Millicent
Heast Boudjakdji
The Boudjakdji Foundation
In memory of  Mr. E. Robert Breech, Jr.
Carolyn L. Blake
In memory of  Mrs. Elaine Brewer
James H. Brewer
In memory of  Margaret and Paul Brunton
William P. McKenna
In memory of  Dr. William R. Cabeen, Jr.
Charles A. Mulry
In memory of  Mr. David Loren Campman
Robert B. Kraemer
In memory of  Mr. Howard Cantor
Ellen M. Bacher, Ian J. Driben
Nancy Garber, Ellen Wong

Tributes Gifts

Memorial and honor gifts offer a meaningful way to remember someone special or say thank you to a nurse or doctor whose care made the difference in the life of a friend or loved one.

IN MEMORY OF

Memorial gifts are arranged alphabetically according to the individual’s name.

In memory of  Mr. Bill Abbott
Helene M. Gilbert

It's not how much we give but how much love we put into giving.”

– Mother Teresa
In memory of  Mrs. Gail Lee Hirata-Chaffin
David J. Ahlstrand
Richard S. Animoto
Kathryn Anderson
Scott Chaffin
Grace L. Gire
Joseph G. Isaacs
James S. Ishida
Mary-Beth King
Jim M. Masuda
Derek Mikuriya
Lillian M. Mikuriya
Lindsay Miya
David A. Rainville
Kayko Sonoda

In memory of  Mr. Chedo Chuckovich
Welko E. Gasich

In memory of  Robert and Marguerite Crane
Kevin Crane

In memory of  Mr. Todd Maxfield Crane
Melinda M. Casey
Mary J. Crane

Never believe that a few caring people can’t change the world. For indeed, that’s all who ever have.”

– Margaret Mead

In memory of  Dr. Edgar G. Dawson
Stephen Coyne
In memory of  Mrs. Janna Delamarter
Salvador A. Brau
In memory of  Mr. Curt D. DeLeon
Josefa D. DeLeon

In memory of  Gloria-Frida
Dilonell’s Grandmother
Frida Dilonell

In memory of  Mr. Alvin L. Dischler
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Dischler

In memory of  Mrs. Debra Dobb
Edel Adam
Robert F. Adams
Ade K. Eitner
Jacquelyn Everly
Ketty K. Hansen
Ann-Marie Harrington

In memory of  Frodo
Erin Khorsan
Grenda Pearlman

In memory of  Mr. Ernest Goldenfeld
Marion B. Goldenfeld

In memory of  Mrs. Irene Goplen
Yvonne G. Holt

In memory of  Mr. Sanford F. Gordon
Victor D. Alhadeff
Judi A. Chudzicki
Lee D. Donnelly
Jerrie L. Steinhauer

Lori Steinhauer
Hal Taylor
Ann Leslie Uzdavinis

In memory of  Mrs. Phyllis H. Hall
Ruth M. Jones

In memory of  Phyllis H. and
Cameron B. Hall, MD
Ms. Cammie Hall
In memory of  Tony Hamilton
Deborah Hamilton
Terry and Fred Quimby
In memory of  Bernard P. Harris
Salli S. Harris
In memory of  Mr. Morrie Hazan
Shila and Morris Hazan
In memory of  Mrs. Rosa Hernandez
Elizabeth Applegate
In memory of  Mr. Robert Carey Hill
Roger L. Gewecke
Harriet Green
Richard W. Lambert
Ann M. Liebig
Marguerite M. Telnack
In memory of  Mrs. Gail Ann Hobbs
Steven R. Hobbs
In memory of  Mrs. Greta Hunt
Amanda L. Roscoe
In memory of  Ms. Carol Hutchinson
Toni Barker, Marion C. Patterson, Louise D. Rose
In memory of  Mr. Raymond Frank Ippolito
Mary R. Ippolito
In memory of  Mrs. Ruth N. Jones
Ms. Cammie Hall
In memory of  Ruth and
Thomas V. Jones
Ms. Cammie Hall
In memory of  Mrs. Kathy Junger
Rena M. Wellman
In memory of  Mr. and Mrs. Jan Kania
George Kania
In memory of  Mr. Edward R. Kircher
Carol K. Yetter
In memory of  Ms. Charlotte Kist
Harvey M. Schmidt
In memory of  Dr. Joseph F. Knotz
Barbara Weatherford
In memory of  Layla Kocsis
Maggie L. Nemser
In memory of  Mr. Armin M. Kruzek
David A. Kruzek
In memory of  Mr. Douglas M. Laidlaw
Mrs. Douglas M. Laidlaw
In memory of  Dr. Benny Y. Lao
Jennifer Lao
In memory of  Mrs. Ida M. Lash
John F. Lawrence
In memory of  Jett Lippman
Erin Khorsan
Grenda Pearlman
Anonymous
In memory of  Dr. Edward G. Mack
In memory of  Mrs. Venezia W. Marrone
Irene Dunne Guild
Patricia C. Lorne
In memory of  Ms. Velma Marsh
Jeanne M. Goen
In memory of  Mrs. Elizabeth Matthews
Josephine M. Adair
In memory of  Maggie May
Erin Khorsan
Grenda Pearlman
In memory of  Joyce and and Geoff McBreen
Janet H. McLaughlin
In memory of  Mrs. Joyce Ann McAndrews McBreen
Amy Crowther
Berl D. Dahlstrom
Barbara Goldman
Justin M. Kerenyi
Jean M. Koehler
Charles J. Maguire
James McAndrews
David A. Senior
Rush S. Smith
Joseph Wirht
In memory of  Mr. James L. McDemas
Daniel M. Brigham
In memory of  Mrs. Jeanne G. McDonald
Glenda G. Callanen
In memory of  Mrs. Charlotte E. McInturff
Robert G. McInturff
In memory of  Mr. Samuel Meerbaum
Rene T. Paniz
In memory of  Mrs. Paula Meyers
Patricia E. Malanga
Joan L. Michel
Joyce T. Parker
Marilyn F. Shipman
In memory of  Mr. John (Jack) Michel
Joan L. Michel
In memory of  Mrs. Camille Miller
Hope L. Gertler
Jody Sherman
In memory of  Mrs. Elisabeth "Libby"
Stolz Miller
Mr. and Mrs. J. Jeffrey Assaf
In memory of  Mrs. Judith K. Mitchell
Stanley R. Mitchell
In memory of  Mr. Robert L. Monteith, Sr.
Ms. Cammie Hall
In memory of  Dr. John Moran
Robert E. Guerin
In memory of  Mrs. Kathleen Kinneavy Morris
Theodora Tindall
In memory of  Dr. James A. Mosso
Janis M. Gallo
In memory of  Ms. Martha Mayde Murphy
Melinda M. Casey
Lorraine M. Holt
In memory of  Mr. Wesley A. Myers, Jr.
Barbara J. Myers
In memory of  Mr. Tatsumi Nakamura
Kiyoko Nakamura
In memory of  Mrs. Jennifer Nevill
Sabrina Mumford
In memory of  Mrs. Georgia C. Nichols
Irene Dunne Guild
In memory of  Mr. Mikhail Osipova
Yevgeniya Osipova
In memory of  Mrs. Elizabeth O'Malley Owing
Patricia and Tony Kouba
In memory of  Mrs. Gloria Halley Parnassus
Adrienne Becker
In memory of  Mr. Richard Patton
Gail A. Glick
In memory of  Mrs. Pamela Carlin Plant
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Rutledge
In memory of  Mr. Milan Radovich
Adrienne Becker
In memory of  Nahid Razavi's Mother
Nahid Razavi
In memory of  Ms. Jane Rockford
Margaret H. Wayne
In memory of  Natalina Carnevale and
Fernando Roffi
Umberto Roffi
In memory of  Mr. Howard A. Rosenberg
Gayle G. Rosenberg
In memory of  Mrs. Lois M. Rosenfeld
David Rosenfeld
In memory of  Dr. William L. Ross and
Mrs. Jacqueline Ross
Helen I. Gulick
Cynthia M. Lloyd-Butler
In memory of  Ms. Sylvia Novo Ross
Sylvia Balbona
In memory of  Dr. William Lawrence Ross
Robert Ross
In memory of  Mr. Kenneth A. Ruck
Mrs. Kenneth Allen Ruck
In memory of  Janet K. Salomonson, MD
Staff DoubleTree by Hilton
Andrew J. Fishmann
Mary and Wolfgang Rudolph
Diane Siegel
Suzanne U. Stein
Susan Wilson
In memory of  Mrs. Barbara Schulze
Sandra A. Line
In memory of  Mrs. Jean Ghormley Schuur
Judith Schuur
Richard W. Schuur
In memory of  Mr. Richard W. Schuur
Richard D. Van Duzer
In memory of  Mr. Ed Shannon
The Raintree Foundation
In memory of  Mr. Jack Shannon
Frances Shannon
In memory of  Sister Mary Serena Sheeh
Evis J. Coda, MD
In memory of  Dr. Jerzy Georg Skrobak
Judith Sakahara
In memory of  Mrs. Kathleen Hambly Smith
Lawrence P. Friedman
Anonymous
In memory of  Mr. Charles P. Spira
Donna R. Romens
In memory of  Ms. Monique B. Staudhammer
Carol G. Butler
In memory of  Sister Daniel Stefani
Evis J. Coda, MD
In memory of  Sister Jean Stewart
Evis J. Coda, MD
In memory of  Ms. Margaret Hoyt Stratford
Janet S. Davis
In memory of  Mr. Albert J. Sullivan
Ann G. Sullivan
In memory of  Dan Sweeney
Therese Sweeney
In memory of  Mrs. Marilyn Sweeney
Judy A. Orsini
In memory of  Ms. Shirley Tabachnick
Rosalinde and Arthur Gilbert Foundation
In memory of  Mrs. Susan S. Tavera
  Albert A. Barrios
  Kenneth W. Carlson

In memory of  Mrs. Betty Tegart
  Alice and Richard Cassese
  Janice K. Halverson

In memory of  Ms. Valerie Toy
  Karen Markus
  In memory of  Dr. John P. Utz
  Christopher J. Utz

In memory of  Gabriel Waterstone
  The Amgen Foundation, Inc.

In memory of  Mr. Michael A. Wayne
  Mrs. Michael Wayne

In memory of  Mrs. Clare Blossom Webb
  Timothy C. Macker

In memory of  Mrs. Nancy R. Williams
  Nancy L. Bishop

In memory of  Betty and Bill Wilson
  Marcia Wilson Hobbs

In memory of  Mrs. Mignon Winans
  Marcia Wilson Hobbs

In memory of  Mrs. Shirley Wood
  Suzanne U. Stein

In memory of  Ms. Adelaide Young
  Wilder Family Trust

IN HONOR OF
Gifts received in honor of an individual are
arranged alphabetically according to the
honoree's name.

In honor of  Angels of the E.R.
  James R. McNiel

In honor of  Ms. Dorothy Bailey
  Eric Wilson

In honor of  Dr. Ritu S. Batra
  Argonaut Charitable Foundation
  Mr. and Mrs. William H. Mudd

In honor of  Dr. Rudolph A. Bedford
  Christie S. Tyler

In honor of  Dr. Lisa Benya
  Argonaut Charitable Foundation
  Mr. and Mrs. William H. Mudd

In honor of  Ms. Karen Berger
  Eric Wilson

In honor of  Dr. Anton Bilchik
  Edward V. Villalpando

In honor of  Dr. Anton Bilchik and his staff
  Barbara M. Fischbein

In honor of  Dr. Mark H. Biscow
  Salli S. Harris

In honor of  Mrs. Julia Breitman
  Diane Breitman

In honor of  Mrs. Melinda Casey
  Victoria Shilton

In honor of  Dr. Connie S. Chein
  Shing Chi Poon
  Edwin Solot

In honor of  Lidiya Chishlyak
  Anonymous

In honor of  Mrs. Catherine Corlin
  Maria and Emilio Arechaederra

In honor of  Dr. Richard F. Corlin
  John F. Aulino

In honor of  Sister Maureen Craig's
  Sixtieth Jubilee
  Susan Faber-Brook

In honor of  Sister Maureen F. Craig, SCL
  Margot and Mark Armbruster
  John F. Aulino
  Lois Rosen
  Mr. and Mrs. Robert Seizer

In honor of  Dr. Cornelia B. Daly
  Argonaut Charitable Foundation
  Mr. and Mrs. William H. Mudd

In honor of  Mrs. Marian Danial
  Susan E. Sprau

In honor of  Wafaa Daou
  Susan M. DeWeese

In honor of  Mrs. Mary Young Davis
  Howard B. Young

In honor of  Ms. Paula Davis
  Cindy Frey

In honor of  Mrs. Susie DeWeese
  Lois A. Foonberg
  Stuart J. Freeman
  Scott Friedman
  Jeanne N. Goen
  Paul B. Haberman
  Benny Lujan
  Mrs. Kenneth Allen Ruck
  Donna Schweers and Tom Geiser

In honor of  Dr. Nicholas V. Diaco
  and his staff
  John F. Aulino

In honor of  Dr. Maggie DiNome
  Arlene J. Brownson

In honor of  Irene Dunne Membership
  Sharon S. Willson

In honor of  The Irene Dunne Guild
  Ann-Marie Streibich

In honor of  Mrs. Danette Eilenberg
  Jennifer Weiss

In honor of  Mr. and Mrs. Jerry B. Epstein
  Sandra S. Gilman

In honor of  Mr. Jerry B. Epstein
  Karen Gibbs
  Jacques Levine

In honor of  Mr. Jerry B. Epstein's birthday
  Lionel Bell
  Lloyd S. Berkett
  Mimi Feldman
  Manny S. Flekman
  Dorothy Goldstick
  Julie Haroun
  Minerva H. Krevoy
  Mr. and Mrs. Alan J. Levine
  Bertel M. Lewis
  Max Rosenstock and Co.
  Richard M. Victor
  Lorraine Weinstein

In honor of  Pat and Jerry Epstein's
  anniversary
  Suzonne W. Bass
  Lionel Bell
  Lloyd S. Berkett
  Mimi Feldman
  Alma Glickman
  Morris Glickman Foundation, Inc.
  Dorothy Goldstick
  MartIn Goldstone
  Mae Goodson
  Julie Haroun
  Barbara Kagan
  Minerva H. Krevoy
  Bertel M. Lewis
  Max Rosenstock and Co.
  Lorraine and Robert Sinskey, MD
  Richard M. Victor
  Lorraine Weinstein

In honor of  Dr. Sandra P. Fallon
  Argonaut Charitable Foundation
  Mr. and Mrs. William H. Mudd
In honor of Claire Fannon's 2nd birthday
   Amy Fannon
   Bernice P. Griska
   Helen I. Gulick
   Sally I. Gulick
   Jennifer Weiss
In honor of Dr. Joan K. Feltman
   Michael Dell
   in honor of Dr. Joel M. Matta
   Anonymous
In honor of Dr. Marjorie B. Fine
   Helen I. Gulick
   Maurne Bernstein
   Joseph G. Gorman
   Betty M. Hostrup
   in honor of Jill Hsu
   Tzu Chen Huang
   in honor of Mr. Robert Hunt
   Margaret H. Wayne
   in honor of Mrs. Judy A. Hutchison
   Jim H. Jenkins
   in honor of Mrs. Barbara Iino
   Michael A. McRoskey
   in honor of Luke Johnson
   Marilyn Johnson
   in honor of Cole Wyatt Kamins
   Caren Hilman
   in honor of Sascha Hilman Kamins
   Caren Hilman
   in honor of Dr. Leslie M. Kaplan
   Stanley H. Lucas
   in honor of Al J. Khalil, MD
   Morton M. Gerson
   in honor of Mrs. JoAnn Klein
   Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Grojean
   Kristin M. Kefee
   in honor of Robert and JoAnn Klein
   Christopher J. Utz
   in honor of Dr. Gilbert J. Kuhn, Jr.
   Argonaut Charitable Foundation
   Mr. and Mrs. William H. Mudd
   in honor of Dr. Sean C. Lai
   William C. Smith
   in honor of Mrs. Meghan
   Kelly Lawrence
   Beth L. Kelly
   in honor of Dr. Gerald A. Levine
   Anonymous
   in honor of Dr. Daniel J. Lieber
   Carmen H. Prado
   in honor of Ms. Nancy Lord-Alge
   Jennifer Weiss
   in honor of Kathryn Belle Botton
   Marriott's 99th birthday
   Elizabeth A. Lowrey
In honor of Dr. Jon S. Matsunaga
   Argonaut Charitable Foundation
   Mr. and Mrs. William H. Mudd
   in honor of Dr. Joel M. Matta
   Michael Dell
   in honor of Rosa Matta, RN
   Anonymous
In honor of Leonardo Benjamin Mendez
   2nd birthday
   Elizabeth A. Lowrey
In honor of Scarlett Mendez
   Elizabeth A. Lowrey
   in honor of Dr. John R. Moreland
   Stuart Klabin
   in honor of Merle and Peter Mullin
   Barbara Elliott
   in honor of Dr. Mark Nachman
   Nachman Brautbar
   Carmen H. Prado
   in honor of Dr. Paul D. Natterson
   Eli & Edythe L. Broad Foundation
   Paul N. Frimmer
   Salli S. Harris
   in honor of Mrs. Lisa Nesbitt
   Sydney Tanner
   in honor of Mrs. Dolly Niemann
   Paul B. Haberman
   in honor of Mr. John Nilsen
   Norman N. Nilsen
   in honor of Jeanne Nussbaum
   Marshall D. Friedman
   in honor of Mr. Israel Ochoa
   Eric Wilson
   in honor of William A. Pullen, MD
   Mrs. Kenneth Allen Ruck
   in honor of Dr. Decio M. Rangel
   Argonaut Charitable Foundation
   Mr. and Mrs. William H. Mudd
   in honor of Mr. Fredric Richman
   Melissa A. Richman
   in honor of Dr. Jenna C.
   Roberts-Downey
   Argonaut Charitable Foundation
   Mr. and Mrs. William H. Mudd
   in honor of Dr. John M. Robertson
   Henry Abagi
   Robert D. Borgen
   Eli & Edythe L. Broad Foundation
   William D. Calkins
   Carol and Paul Frimmer
   Jim H. Jenkins
Roger C. Olson  
Rene T. Paniz  
Roger F. Vorce  
In honor of Mr. Ali Safaei  
Parviz Safaei  
In honor of Saint John’s Emergency Room nurses  
Donald M. Fetherolf  
In honor of all the doctors at Saint John’s  
Leah M. Cox  
In honor of Labor and Delivery Dept.  
Hang Yang  
In honor of NICU Staff  
Robert E. Fannon  
In honor of maternity nurses Angela, Oksana, Marisol & Tracy  
Heather A. Fox  
In honor of Saint John’s nursing staff  
Roger C. Olson  

Hildegard Harris  
In honor of Joan Stefl  
Barbara I. Barrett  
In honor of Dr. David Stein  
Morton M. Gerson  
In honor of Mrs. Joan Stein  
Jennifer Weiss  
In honor of Emily Anne Steinberg’s 21st birthday  
Barry Steinberg  
In honor of Dr. Richard L. Taw  
Anonymous  
In honor of Dr. Marilou Terpenning  
Jean M. Mayfield  
Valerie Urquhart  
In honor of Dr. Lisa T. Vasak  
Susan Thiel  
In honor of Mrs. Ruth Weil  
Marcia Albert

“In have one life and one chance to make it count for something. My faith demands that I do whatever I can, wherever I am, whenever I can, for as long as I can with whatever I have to try to make a difference.”  
– Jimmy Carter

In honor of ICU and PCCU nurses  
Anonymous  
In honor of Abigail Schildhouse  
Robert Schildhouse  
In honor of Bennett Schildhouse  
Robert Schildhouse  
In honor of Ms. Barbara Shaffer Jennifer Weiss  
In honor of Mrs. Jan Shortz  
Michael A. McRoskey  
In honor of Mrs. Cindy Simon  
Ellen R. Hartman  
In honor of those who volunteer  
Erin Khorsan  
In honor of Saint John’s Cardiac Division  
Roger C. Olson  
In honor of all my doctors  
Alexandria Colunga  
In honor of Dr. Roberta J. Smith  
Stuart I. Glickman

In honor of The Weitz Family  
FOX, LLC  
Farrah F. Weitz  
In honor of Catherine and Herman Williams  
Catherine M. Sullivan  
In honor of Mr. Larry Wilson  
Eric Wilson  
In honor of Dr. Robert C. Wollman & staff at the Radiology/Oncology Unit, SJHC  
Leah M. Cox  
In honor of Madilene Wood  
Nathaniel J. Wood  
In honor of Dr. Andrew G. Yun  
Edwin Solot

Cumulative Giving

The following reflects individuals, foundations, corporations and fundraising support groups that have contributed cumulative gifts of cash, securities and pledges totaling $25,000 and above from January 1, 1981 through January 31, 2014. We are proud to acknowledge, honor and thank our generous supporters.

VISIONARIES
$100,000,000 and above  
Dr. Patrick Soon-Shiong and Michele B. Chan

FOUNDERS
$25,000,000-$99,999,999  
W. M. Keck Foundation

DISTINGUISHED PATRONS
$10,000,000-$24,999,999  
The Leslie and Susan Gonda (Goldschmied) Foundation  
Estate of Mrs. Dolly Green  
Mr. and Mrs. Earle M. Jorgensen  
The Thomas and Dorothy Levey Foundation  
Merle and Peter Mullin  
Margie and Robert E. Petersen Foundation  
Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Singleton  
The Tarble Foundation  
The Wilder Family Trust

DISTINGUISHED BENEFACTORS  
($5,000,000-$9,999,999)  
Tina and Rick J. Caruso  
Carolyn Dirks and Brett Dougherty and the Joseph B. Gould Foundation  
Conrad N. Hilton Foundation  
Harold McAlister Charitable Foundation  
Paula Kent Meehan  
Flora L. Thornton  
Weingart Foundation

BENEFACTORS  
$1,000,000-$4,999,999  
Anonymous  
The Ahmanson Foundation
Lila and Roy Ash
Dr. Monty and Peggy Bernstein
The Burton G. Bettingen Corporation
Brigitte and Donald Bren
Frances and Sidney Brody
    Charitable Fund, Inc.
Abbott L. Brown
Linda L. Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Campion
Rhonda Fleming Carlson
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Carson
Doris and Paul Carver
Thomas P. Collier and
    Marian R. Collier
Cynthia and Joseph Connolly
B.A. Patrick Croghan
Kelly and Robert Day
The Corwin D. Denney Foundation
Estate of Martha Desplenter
Irene Dunne
Irene Dunne Guild
Dorothy Dumke Elliott
Pat and Jerry B. Epstein
Bradford M. Freeman
Henry L. Guenther Foundation
Mrs. Norman B. Herman
Toni Hohberg
Ambassador and Mrs. Glen A. Holden
Thomas V. and Ruth Jones
Barbara M. Knight - James L. Knight
    Charitable Trust
Annemarie and Bernard Korn
Lexus Corporation
Wilbur D. May Foundation
Maria Lim and Booker McClay
Ruben and Donna Mettler
Native Sons of the Golden West
    Charitable Foundation
The Ralph M. Parsons Foundation
Occidental Petroleum Corporation
Jean Perkins Foundation
The Vasek and Anna Maria Polak
    Charitable Foundation, Inc.
The Raintree Foundation
Philip and Audrey Reed Charitable Trust
Dallas Price-Van Breda and Bob Van Breda
Mr. and Mrs. Garry Sato and Family
Maria Shriver and Arnold Schwarzenegger
The Fran and Ray Stark Foundation
The Stewart Foundation
Estate of Helen McFadyen Straitiff
Betty R. Stucker
Mrs. Newton E. Tarble
Tracinda Corporation
Unihealth Foundation
Mrs. Lucy D. Washington

**SPONSORS**

$500,000-$999,999
Anonymous
Estate of Mrs. Leigh M. Battson
Deborah and Andy Bogen
Michael Burke Guild
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo H. Burnside
The Estate of Katy Sue Campbell
Mr. William Carpenter
Jean Craig
The Walt and Lilly Disney Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Doheny, Sr.
Billie and Louise Earn
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Ferry
Fireman's Fund Insurance Company
David and Marianna Fisher
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Flaherty, III
Janet and Michael Fourticq
The John Douglas French
    Alzheimer's Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Mark W. Gibello
Ms. Cameron Hall
Marc Hamon
Martha and David Ho
John and Eileen Huarte
The Lincy Foundation
Betty and David J. Lloyd
The Lund Foundation
Robert F. Maguire III
Glen and Marilyn McDaniel
Dana and Douglas McKellar - The Jessie
    Barker McKellar Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. William E. McKenna
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Mortensen
Chris and Dick Newman
The Kenneth T. and Eileen L.
    Norris Foundation
The Notkin Family
Dominic J. Ornato
Michael and Judy Ovitz
Max Palevsky
Edwin W. Pauley Foundation
George M. and Beverly Moriarity Ryan
Saint John's Health Center Medical Staff
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Salvatori
Mr. and Mrs. James Stewart
Mr. and Mrs. Harold R. Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wrather
The Carole Zumbro and
    George Adler Family

**STEWARDS**

$250,000-$499,999
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. David V. Adams
Robert H. and Elizabeth Helms Adams
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Allyn, Jr.
The Annenberg Foundation
Frank and Beverly Arnstein
The Associates for Breast &
    Prostate Cancer Studies
Rachel and Lee Ault
Ambassador and Mrs. Frank E. Baxter
Judith and Charles Beck
Elizabeth G. Harris Beck
Milo W. Bekins Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. James P. Birdwell, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Braun
The Frank Michael Brennan Family
Amy and Jules Buenabenta
The Burnett Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. George V. Caldwell
Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Cale
The Capital Group Companies, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis L. Colen
Estate of Sarah Marcella Cox
Mr. and Mrs. A. Redmond Doms
Faucett Family Foundation
First Federal Bank of California
Barbara J. Foreman
Dr. and Mrs. William A. Frumovitz
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Garland, III
The Joanne Marie and Marcel
    George Foundation
Randa and Ghassan Ghandour
Rose Gilbert
Allan and Ellie Goldman
Julia and Ken Gouw
Peter and Gretchen Haight
Mildred Hannon
William H. Hannon Foundation
Shila and Morris Hazan
The Phyllis and J. Michael
    Hennigan Family
Mr. Ernest G. Herman
Hope Guild, Inc.
We also gratefully acknowledge all of our anonymous donors.
Estate of Delbert E. Jack
Mr. and Mrs. Leland F. Johnson
The Fletcher Jones Foundation
Sharon and David Keller
Agnes Kellogg
Kelton Fund - Lenny and David Kelton
Michael S. Kennedy
Arnold and Emma Klein
KLM Foundation
Enid and Stephen A. Koffler
Dr. and Mrs. Robert J. Kositchek
Peter W. and Christine Kuyper
Mr. and Mrs. J. Terrence Lanni
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Larson
Mr. Atang Latief
J. Martin Leatherman Charitable Trust
Norma Lefkowitz
Mrs. Harry Lenart
Mr. and Mrs. Ted R Lennon
The Family of Ursula and
Myron "Mike" Levi
Catherine M. and William T. Lim
Helen and Irving Ludwig
The Manning Family
Estate of Edgar J. Mannix
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Martin, Jr.
Margaret A. Maw
Mari and Patrick McAlister
Estate of Rose V. McGonigle
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L. McKay
Louis and Sylvia Meitus
Merrill Lynch
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce A. Meyer
Stanley and Dodo Meyer
The D. Llewellyn Miller Family
Robert L. and Kelly Harmon Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Donn B. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Steven A. Miller
Mrs. Virginia S. Milner
Charles and Nancy Mitchell
Jackie and Skip Morgen
Mr. and Mrs. Chase Morsey
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Mullaney
Dan Murphy Foundation
Victoria and Carl Murray
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Myers
Estate of Marjorie B. Myers
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Nanula
Nestle Food Company
Helen and Jack Nethercutt
Lorena Mayer Nidorf
Margo and Michael O'Connell
Mr. and Mrs. William O'Connor
Karen Oi
Oppenheimer & Company, Inc.
Joan M. Palevsky
Margaret Palmer
Pathology Medical Group of Saint John's
Estate of Gene Raymond
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Reed
Fran and Maury Rice and Family
Anne Rich Living Trust
John B. Richards, MD
Raina and Jim Ring
Rosecrans Foundation Trust
Mr. and Mrs. Dickinson C. Ross
Jessica Barker McKellar, Meredith
McKellar Rowley and Drew Rowley
Helen N. Rutledge
Saint John's Emergency Medicine
Specialists, Inc.
Carla and Fred Sands
Mary Shea Santelli
Mr. and Mrs. Lionel Sauvage
Su-Z and Ted Schneider
Jeri and Edward J. Schildt
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Schupp
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Schwartz
Donna Schweers and Tom Geiser
Mr. and Mrs. M. Peter Schweitzer
Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Scott
Jeanne and Robert Segal
Dr. and Mrs. John R. Sellman
SHARE, Inc.
Angela and Peter Shaw
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Sheppard
Suzanne and Len Sheridan
Mr. and Mrs. Robert V. Siert
Jan and Mace Siegel
Charles Robert and Carol Sievers
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Simon, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sinatra
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Smith
Charles and Delphine Wagner Smith
Southern California Building Fund
Sparkletts Drinking Water
John Stauffer Charitable Trust
The Stone Family Fund
Stanley and Jeanne Strasberg
Mr. and Mrs. Thurlza Q. Terry
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon A. Tiffit
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Trilling
Mrs. Jean Trousdale
Maria Hummer and Bob Tuttle
The Upchurch Family
Valley Radiotherapy Associates Medical
Group, Inc.
J. B. and Emily Van Nuys Charities
Frances L. Vanatta
The John Wayne Cancer Foundation
John Wayne Cancer Institute
Mary Ann and Marvin Weiss
Ted G. Westerman
L. K. Whittier Foundation
Willison Family Foundation
Ambassador and Mrs. William A. Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Wolhaupter
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald D. Woodard
Carl A. Zabbia, MD
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Zaccagni

FRIENDS
$25,000-$99,999
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. Ahmad Adaya
Aecom Technology Corp. Mgmt.
Albertson Foundation
Alcatel Internetworking, Inc.
Allwest Nursing Services, Inc.
Steven and Sheri Altieri
American Medical Response of Southern
California
David and Anna Anawalt and
Dr. Patricia Anawalt
The Angeles Clinic & Research Institute
Anschutz Entertainment Group, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Apfelbaum
ARAMARK
ARCO
Mr. and Mrs. R. Stanton Avery
Ms. Li Bailey
Estate of Edward B. Baker-The Baker
Family Trust
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Baker
Philip and Terry Ball
The Bank of America Charitable
Foundation, Inc.
BankAmerica Foundation
Mr. Ross Barrett
Mrs. George Barrie IV
The Beal Foundation
Bear, Stearns & Company, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Craig C. Benell
Theresa Lloyd Benfer
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore G. Bergmann
Barbara Bishop, BBPR, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Norris J. Bishton, Jr.
George Andrew Bjurman
James R. Blake, MD
Mrs. Alfred S. Bloomingdale
Suzanne Deal Booth and David G. Booth
Borden, Inc.
Maribeth and Hal Borthwick
The Boston Consulting Group, Inc.
Florence M. Bowes
Estate of Campbell G. Bradt
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Bragg
Braun Charitable Trust
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Bren
Charles F. Britton Trust
Brown & Wood LLP
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Buoncristiani
Mr. and Mrs. Michael S. Burke
Estate of Genevieve Bush
Cacique, Inc.
Estate of William J. Cagney
Caltius Capital Management
Mr. and Mrs. Neil F. Campbell
Ruth A. Cardona Charitable
Remainder Trust
Carnation Company
Carter Hawley Hale Stores, Inc.
Janet White Cartwright
Mr. and Mrs. Gary M. Ceazan
Mrs. Margaret Christy
Chubb Group of Insurance Companies
City National Asset Management
Mrs. Arnold Clejan
The Coca-Cola Refreshments
Leonard and Jean Cohen
Shirley Palmer Collier
Lin and Marvel Conger
Connections for Children
Evelynie Conti
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Cooke
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Cooper
Copley Los Angeles Newspapers
Mr. Kevin Crane
Mr. Patrick Crane
Creative Artists Agency, LLC
Mr. and Mrs. Willard L. Cummings, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Curren
Cymetrix Corporation
The Danielson Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Davidow
Norman and Shirley Davidson
Estate of Bettie J. Davis
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Davis
Estate of Patricia M. Davis
Chiat Day Advertising
Mr. and Mrs. Dorn K. Dean
Mrs. Thomas A. Deane
Deloitte & Touche Services, LP
Deluxe Laboratories, Inc.
Leo E. Denlea, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Deutsch
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Deutschman
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice J. DeWald
Mr. Scott R. Diehl
Ms. Anne J. Difiore
Dillingham Construction, N.A.
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory R. Dillon
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Dischler
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel J. DiSipio, Sr.
Mrs. Lillian B. Disney
The Walt Disney Company Foundation
Doheny Eye Institute
The Carrie Estelle Doheny Foundation
Mrs. Edward L. Doheny III
Patrick A. Doheny
Leslie and John C. Dorman
James and Marjorie Downie
Joseph Drown Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald A. Ducot
The Richard F. Dwyer -
Eleanor W. Dwyer Fund
East West Bank
Mr. Robert F. Edgecomb
Dr. and Mrs. Kevin M. Ehrhart
Mrs. Charles F. Elkins
Ernst & Young LLP
Herbert and Alberta Evans
Family Foundation
Lynn and Hugh Evans
Dan and Christine Ewell
Josephine McDonald Failer
Fairchild Martindale Foundation
Shera and Peter Falk
Jerome and Elizabeth Farley
Farmers Insurance Group
George W. Fenimore
Dr. and Mrs. M. Richard Ferguson
Fiduciary Trust International of California
Ted Field
Marion S. Fierman Trust
First Interstate Bank Foundation
The Honorable and Mrs. Paul G. Flynn
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Frankovich
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick J. Frawley
Shirley J. Fredricks and
Robert E. Fredricks, MD
Don & Lorraine Freeber Foundation
Fremont General Corporation
Jack Friedman
Mr. and Mrs. Paul N. Frimmer
Frontier Airlines, Inc.
Bulova Gale Foundation
Francis E. and Lucy F. Gartlan
Mr. and Mrs. Geoffrey H. Gee
General Telephone of California
The J. Paul Getty Trust
Estate of Herbert P. Gibbs
Mr. and Mrs. Frederic E. Giersch, Jr.
Mrs. Zeta R. Gilles
The Gillette Company - Stationery
Products Group
Dr. and Mrs. John E. Gilmore
Elsie A. Giorgi, MD
Dr. and Mrs. John William Given
Henry and Arline Gluck Foundation
Goldman Sachs and Co.
The Samuel Goldwyn Foundation
Danny Goodman Trust
Marjorie and Jack Gorby
Joyce and Guy Gorelik
Alec Gores and Family
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Gorton
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald J. Gowey
Mrs. Perry J. Grant
Katherine and Robert Gray, MD
Mr. and Mrs. Carl C. Gregory III
The Griffin Foundation
GTE Foundation
Dr. Marilou Terpenning and Mr. Terence Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Harris
Lee and Morgan Harris
Shirley & Burt Harris Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Harter, Jr.
The Hartford Insurance Group
Henry K. Hasslerjian, MD
John and Andrea Hastings
Estate of Edith H. Healey
Health Care Property Investors, Inc.
Betty and Harold Hecht
Mrs. Fakhr El Molouk Hedjazi
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Heidt
Mrs. Thomas M. Heric, MD
The Ernest G. Herman Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Hesburgh
Barbara Ann Hillman
Richard Hillman
Mrs. Frances M. Hirsh
Mr. and Mrs. J. Allen Hollingsworth
Dennis and Brooks Holt
Frances Hommes
The Bob and Dolores Hope
  Charitable Foundation
Bertrand Hopper Memorial Foundation
Sara Horowitz
Mr. and Mrs. Kim J. Houska
David Houtz Company
Lewis W. and Virginia Cyr Howard
Dr. and Mrs. George J. Hummer
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Hunter, Jr.
The Rubie M. Hutchinson Trust
Nancy Stark and Stanley Iezman
Imagine Entertainment
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony J. Iorillo
Howard A. Jacobs
The JCM Group
Johnson & Higgins of California
Jordan and Christine Kaplan
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Jubas
KCBS Television
Joyce Eisenberg Keefer and Mel Keefer
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Keeler II
Mr. Fred E. Keeler, III
Estate of Adeline N. Keith
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Kennedy
Kid’s Mart / Little Folk Shop
Dr. and Mrs. William F. Kieschnick
Kilroy Industries
Mr. and Mrs. Morton Kirshner
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Kissick
Michael Klein Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Robert O. Klein
Mr. and Mrs. Frank R. Kline, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin George Knipfing
Patricia and Tony Koubal
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kraemer
Mr. Robert B. Kraemer
David L. Krasne, MD
Ms. Sandra Krause and
  Mr. William B. Fitzgerald
Mr. and Mrs. James N. Lamb
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Lande
Jeffrey and Eileen Lapota
Latham & Watkins LLP
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Laverty
Mr. and Mrs. Roger M. Laverty, Jr.
Lear Siegler, Inc.
Peggy Lee
Dr. and Mrs. William W. Lee
Leiner Health Products, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy J. Leiweke
Tiffany and Mark Lemons
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Levinson
Mr. Samuel Levy
Bernard Lewis
Marilyn and Harry Lewis
Evan and Carol Li Family
John R. and Sharon Koch Light
Lions Club International
Dorothy and Gerald Lipsky
Lena Longo
Los Angeles Dodgers, Inc.
Estate of Mario Loucel
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Lowe
Mrs. Maurice Machris
Estate of Edith MacIntyre
Mr. and Mrs. Evans L. Malanga
John F. Marten
Louis Marx, Jr.
Vera Elizabeth Masters Trust
Mrs. Marlene J. Matlow
Mattel Children’s Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Martin C. May
MCA Foundation
McCarthy Building Companies, Inc.
Esther and Cyrus McClean
McDermott, Will & Emery
  Charitable Foundation
Dr. and Mrs. John B. McDonald
Mr. and Mrs. William H. McElnea, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. James R. McGonagle
Dr. and Mrs. John F. McGonigle
Mr. and Mrs. James A. McMahan
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard H. McRoskey
MedAssets
Gustave G. Michel
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Michel
Joe and Wanda Miller
Michael and Miriam Miller
Dr. and Mrs. Norman J. Mirman
Estate of Clara Moeller
Dr. Harry A. Rockoff and Eva Monty
Morgan Stanley
Morley Group, Inc.
Dr. and Mrs. Donald L. Morton
Mr. Henry T. Mudd
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Mudd
Mr. and Mrs. David H. Murdock
Janice and Ned Nelsen
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen L. Nesbitt
Mr. Paul L. Newman
Newman’s Own Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. George Nicholaw
Ms. Stella Nichols
David and Tina Nishida
Northern Trust Bank of California N.A.
The Caroline Ahmanson and Margo and
  Michael O’Connell Families
Dr. and Mrs. Steven O’Day
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin O’Malley
Office Depot, Inc.
Michelle and Connolly Oyler
Pacific Heart Institute
Lee H. Palmer

“Be who God meant you to be, and you will set the world on fire.”
~ St. Catherine of Siena

Alex and Gerlinde Parker
Wes Parker
Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker
Pediatric Critical Care Medical Group
Permanent Charities Committee
The Petco Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Homer H. Peters
M. Jacqulyn and W. Harold Petersen
Philip Morris Companies, Inc.
Mary Pickford Foundation
Dr. and Mrs. Charles A. Pietrafesa
Dr. Parviz Pirnazar’s Family
Pozzo Construction Co.
The Luigi P. Pozzo Family
Terry and Fred Quimby
The Rabinovitch Foundation
Miriam Rand
RAND Corporation
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Rauth
Valerie and Gil Ray
The Nancy Reagan Foundation
Dr. Ellis and Frances Ring
General and Mrs. Gwynn Robinson
Rockwell International Corporation
Gary and Della Rolle
Seymour F. Rosenwasser, MD
Mary Murphy and Thomas M. Rowland
Roxbury Capital Management, LLC
Vicki “Gladys” and Melvin Rubin
Mrs. Kenneth Allen Ruck
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome M. Sachs
Thomas L. Safran
Saint John’s Associated Architects
Patricia Sakai and Family
Salomon Smith Barney
Mr. and Mrs. George Sands
Santa Monica Bay Area Physicians, Inc.
Santa Monica Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine Group
Dr. and Mrs. Dennis A. Sarti
Ms. Katharine B. Scallan
Jean and Franklin Schaffner
Mr. and Mrs. George T. Scharffenberger
Jacquie Schemnitzer
Alfred L. Schmitz, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Schulte
Mike Schuminsky
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Schwartz
Ms. Nadya Scott
Seacoast Foundation
Marguerite H. B. Seamans
Security Pacific Foundation
Fern and Robert Seizer
Sempra Energy
Estate of Edith B. Sensenbrenner
Richard and Esther Shapiro
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Shaw
Bill and Leslie Shaw
Mr. Robert J. Shaw
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert J. Shea, Jr.
Ms. Lessie A. Shea
Carroll Shelby Children’s Foundation
Robert S. Sherins, M.D. and Marlene J. Sherins, RN
Milton Shoong Foundation
Dr. and Mrs. Leon J. Shulman
Siemens
Mr. Les Silver
Dr. Olga E. Mohan and Mr. Fred Simmons
Robert Ellis Simon Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar M.D. Sincere
Dr. and Mrs. Frederick R. Singer
Sisters of Charity of Leavenworth Health System, Inc.
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP
Mr. and Mrs. Albert A. Skarupa
Lon V. Smith Foundation
Dr. and Mrs. William Weber Smith
Mrs. Kathleen H. Smith
Karen and William Sonneborn
Sony Pictures Entertainment Inc.
Southern California Edison
Southern California Medical Gastroenterology Group, Inc.
Southwest Airlines
Charlene and Burton Sperber
Sprint Communications Inc
The Sports Club Company, Inc.
Doris Jones Stein Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Marc I. Stern
The Hadley & Marion Stuart Foundation
Estate of Frances J. Sweeney
Stanley Sworski, CLU, ChFC
Synthes (U.S.A.)
Frank Tack
Mr. and Mrs. Tsuneo Tanaka
Betty Tegart
Valerie and Nick Tell
Linnette and Hubert Temple
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Tharnstrom
Tillamook County Creamery Association
Times Mirror Foundation
Grant A. Tinker
Suzanne Tito
Sandra and Kenneth Tokita, MD
Reva and Bill Tooley
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Trainer
Jeanette Trepp
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Troop
Estate of Hazel Trott
Trust Company of the West
Ms. Blossom Trustman
Mr. Kaya Tuncer
Hope and Roy Turney
Alice C. Tyler
Mr. Chris Tyler
Mrs. Luella W. Ulrich
Universal Studios of Hollywood
The UNOVA Foundation
Rex and Ruth Van Trees
Mr. and Mrs. Howard E. Varner
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Wacker
Fred and Anne Waldeck
William S. and Sara G. Wallace
A.C. and Shaughne S. Warnack
Warner Brothers, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Lew R. Wasserman
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Wayne
Web Service Company, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Weinberg
Mr. and Mrs. Doug Weitman
Lawrence and Fern Welk
Wells Fargo Foundation
Westmac Commercial Brokerage Company
Mr. and Mrs. Alan E. Weston
Westside Radiology Medical Group
Mr. and Mrs. Edward White
Bernie and Ellen White
Dr. Shirley and Irvin Whiteman
The Wickes Foundation
Estate of Catherine M. Wilken
Wilmington Trust FSB
Estate of Maude A. Wilson
Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson
Frank P. Winne
Richard E. and March Wiseley
Mr. and Mrs. Edward E. Wiseman
Dr. Deborah Lehman and Dr. Marc D. Wishingrad
Witherbee Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Witherspoon

“In a gentle way, you can shake the world.”
– Mahatma Gandhi

L. L. Woods Foundation
Drs. Gareth and Barbara Wootton
Mr. Stephen A. Wynn
Mr. and Mrs. Parviz Yari
Mr. Ned Solot and Ms. Corrin Yep
Ms. Adelaide Young
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Frank Ziegler
Mrs. Paul Ziffren
Mr. and Mrs. Mel Ziontz
When you establish a charitable gift annuity with Saint John’s Health Center, you help fund cutting-edge technology and innovative critical care, but your gift does not end there. It also provides you with some unique benefits:

- Lifetime income stream for you, and a loved one if you choose
- An immediate charitable tax deduction
- The flexibility to fund your annuity with cash, securities or real estate
- Fulfillment, knowing that your gift helps further Saint John’s mission of providing quality, compassionate care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Effective Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>18.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Call Tanya Lopez at 310.582.7095 or email Tanya.Lopez@StJohns.org or visit www.newsaintjohns.org/plannedgiving to learn more.

www.NewStJohns.org
Since its founding in 1942 by the Sisters of Charity of Leavenworth, Saint John’s Health Center has been providing the patients and families of Santa Monica, West Los Angeles and ocean communities with breakthrough medicine and inspired healing. Saint John’s provides a spectrum of treatment and diagnostic services with distinguished areas of excellence in cancer, spine, orthopedics, neurosurgery, women’s health, cardiac and specialized programs such as the internationally acclaimed John Wayne Cancer Institute. Saint John’s is dedicated to bringing to the community the most innovative advances in medicine and technology.